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Unified Sciences and Mathematics for Elementary Schools:
Mathematics and the Natural, Social, and Communications ,

' Sciences in Re 1 Prohlem Solvirig (USMES) was formed in re-'

spovse to the ecommendations of the 1R67 Cambridge Con-

.
ferene on the.Correlation of Splence and Mathematics in the
School lc Since its inception in 1970, USMES hls betn
funded y the National Science Foundation to deverop and
tarry ouk field trials of interdisci4linary units Centered
on long-r nge inNestigations of real and practical problems
(or "chall nges") taken from the locaf school/community'
environTen . School planners can upe these units te.design
a flexible urriculum for grades one through eight in which
real proble sidving.plays an^important role. ,Ns
'Developme t and field trials were carried out byteachers

and Students in the classroom with the assistailce of univer-
sity specialiats'at' workshops and at occasional other meet-
ings. The work was coordinated by a staff at the Education
Development Center in Newton, Massachusetts. In Idditiop,

the staff at EDC ctordinated implementation programa in-
volving.schools, districts,'and colleges that are carrying
out local,ySMES implementation programs,for teachers and
schools ip their area.

Trial editions of the following units,are currently
available:

Advertising

Bicycle Transportation

Cladsroom Design
Classroom Management
Consumer Research
Describing People
Designing for.Human Proportions
//Design Lab Design

ftating in School
Getting There
Growing Plants
Manufacturing
Mass C mmunlcations

ars

*See Goals faV the Correlation of Elementary Science and
Mathematics, Houghton Mifflin Co.', Boston, 1969.

Nature Trails
Orieniation
Pedestriln Crossings

:PlayArea pesign and Use
Protectine-Property
#School Rules
5dhool,SupPlies
School Zoo
Soft Drini Desigh
Traffic Flow.

°Using Free Time
Ways'to Learn/Teach
Weather kredictions

#Available fall 1976.

,\
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In responding to a, long-range challen0, the students

and teachers often hdve need of a wide range of resources..
In fact, ali of the people and materials in the school and .

community are important resources for USMES.activities.
USMES provides resourced in addition to these. One resource

forstudents is the Design Lab or itaclassroom equivalent:
using the tools and supplies available, phildren.can follow'
through on their ideas by _constructing measuring tools,

testing apparatus, models, etc. Another resource,for stu-

dents is'the "Row To" Cards. Each Set of cards gives infor-
mation about a specific prob.lem; the students use a set Only'

when ttey want help on that pirticular problem.
Sevdral types.of resource's aie,availeblApit0Oherp:

the IS Guide, a Teaaer Resource BoOkfor-edefchallenge, ,

Backgr und Papers, a Design Lab Manbal, and a Chrricultm

Corrblation G?ide. A pomplete set of all these writted/

materials 'comprise whit is called the USMES libr4ry. This

iibrarY, which shoUld be.available in each schOol'using

USMES unit:reontainq tfie following:

,l. The USMES Guide

The USMES Guide is a compilation of materials
that may be used rof long-range planning of a
curricUlum that incorporates,the USMES program:
In addition to fiasic information about tfie

project, the challenges, and related materials,
it contains-charteassessing the strengths of
the various Challenges in terms of their pos-

Bible subject area content.

2. Teacher Resource Books (one for each challenge)

Each book contains a discription of the USMES

aRproach to real problem-solving activities,
general information about the particular unit,

edited logs of class activities, other written
materials relevant to the unit, and charts
that indicate the basic skills, processes, and
areas of kudy that may be learned and utilized
as.students become engaged in certain possible
activitles.

3. Design Lab Manual

ti

This contains sections on the style of-Design Lab
activities, safet)t considerations, and an inventory
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ofltools and supplies. Because many "hands-on"
activities niy take'place in the classroom,
the Design Lab Manual.should be made available
to each USMES`teacher.

'4% "How To" Cards 1....

4 , .

These short sets of cards providd information
to students about specific'problems that may
arise duringrUSMES units. Particular computa-

tion, graphing, and construction problems are

discussed. A complete list of the "How To"

Cards can be found in the USMES Guide.'

5. Backgoolind Papers

These'papers are written to provide information
for the teachers çOfl technical problems that
might arise as s udents carry on various inves-

`t-tigations. A lete list 'of the Background

Papers caribe fou d in the USMES Guide.

6. Curriculum Correlation Guide

T

This volume is intended to coordinate other,
curriculum Materials with the Teacher Resource
Books and to proxide the teacher with the means
to integrate USMES easily into other school

activities and.lessonsi

The preceding materials are described in brief in the
USMES brOchure, which can be used by teachers and adminis-
trators to disseminate information about the program to the

local community. A variety of other dissemination and im- ;

plementation materials are also available for indiviguals
and groups involved in local implementation programs. They

include Preparing People for USMkS: An Implementation

Resource Book, the USMES slide/tape show, the Design Lab
slide/tape show, the Design Lab brochure, the USMES newslet-
ter, videotapes of classroom activities, a general report on
evaluation results, a map showing the locations of schools
conducting local implementation of USMES, a list of,experi-

,

enced USMES teachers and university consultants, and, news-

paper and magazine articlea.

Besides the contributors listed at the beginning of the

book, we are deeply indebted to the many elementary school

C.
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children whose investigations of the challenge form the

basis for this book. Without their efforts this book would

not have been possible. Many thanks to he Planning Commit-

tee for their years of servicend advice. Many thanks also

to'other members of the USMES kaff for their suggestions
and advice and for their help in staffing and organizing the

developmensiworkshOps. Special thanks also go to,ChristopheX

Hale for his, efforts as Projece Manager during thgdevelop- j

ment of this book.

At
Because Tri-Wall was the only readily available brAnd of

three-layered cardboard at the time the project began, USMES
has used it at workshops and in schools; Consequently, ref-

1
erences to Tri-Wall can be found throughout th Teacher Re-

source Books. Theoaddresses of companies that upply three-

layered cardboard 'can be found,in the Design La Manual.

7
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1.1sing theireacher Resource Book When teachers try a new curr. iculum for the first time,
.

they,need to understand the philosophi, behind the cutAculum.
The DOES approach to stuaent-initiated investigations of'
real problems is outlined j.n section A.of this Teacher Rg-

Source,Book.
Section,B starts with a brief overview of possible stu-.

.dent activities arisingfrom the challenge; comments on pre-
requisite skills are.included. Following that is a discus-

A a
, sion of the classroomatrategy for DOES real problem-

! solving activities, including introduction of the challenge,

. student activity, resources, and Design Lab,use. Subsequentl

10111

pages include a'description of the use of the unit.in pri-

k Mary grades, a flow chart and a composite log .ihat indicate
. the range.of possible student work, and a-iist of questiops

k.
that the teacher may find -useful for focusing die students'

___

t
\NN,'

activities on the challenge. r
Because students initiate all the activities in responst

to the challenge and because the work of one tlass nay dif-N
0

, fer fromthat undertaken by,other Classes, teachers faml,liar

- N
.0 . with USNES need totyead ()ay section; A and Webefore iptro-

4ducing the challenge,to students.
.

.

Section C pf this book is the documentation section.
, These edited teachers' logs show the.variety of.ways in

Which students in different classes have worked at finding

. a solution to the challenge. j
t

,
Section D contains a list of the titles of releVant sets

)
'.

of "How To".Cards,and brief descriPtiOns of the Background
1

.,
Papers pertaining to the unit. Also included in section D

is s glossary of the terms used in the Teacher Resource Book
and an annotated bibiiography.

e Sectiqn Econtains tharts that indicate the comparative
strengthesof the unit in terms of real problem solving,
,mathematits, science, social science; an$ language arts. It

.
also contains a list of explicit examples of real problem

-- solving and other subject area Skills, professes, and areas
I

.

of study learned and utilized in the unit. These charts and

lists are basect on documentation of activities that have
..

taken place in USMES clásdes. Knowing ahead of time hich

Y

basic skills....and processes are likely to be utilized, teach-

w

ers can postpone teaching that part of their regtlar program

.1 until later in the year. At that time students can study
them in the usualway if'they have not already learned them

1

. 20 as part of their USMES. activities.

21, .
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A. Real problem Solving and USMES,

/1/'

-

Real Problem Sqlving

\
\..

If)life were of such a constant nature that

(

fiere were only a few chores to do and they.were
done over and over in exactly the sam,way, the
ase for knowing how to solve problemswonld not .."--

be $o compelling., All one would have to do wou4d
be to learn how t do the few jdbs at the outset.
From then on he ould'rely on memory and habit.

Fortunate unfortunately depending upon onels
point of viaw---lif is noesimple and unchanging.
Rather it is changdng so rapidly that about all we
fican predi t is that thinge will be different in the
future. . 1 such a world the ability to adjust and
to solv; o 's problems is Of paramount importance.*

TISMESA.s.. based_ on t
is an important ill
science, social s
learne,i more quickl

_belief s_that- -real-prAltem-solving
t. be learned and that many math,,.

and language arts skills may IA
d easily within the context of stu-

ence
a

dent i vestigatio o real problems. Real problem solving,
as exe lified by USME5, style of education which
involves students in investigating and.solving real problems.
It provides the bridge between the abstractions of the'
school curricu4im'and the world of the student. Each USMES
unit presents a pfeblem.in the ford of a chal/enge that is
interesting 6 children%because it is both real and prac-
tical. 'The probjemAs real in several respects: (1) the

problem applies to dome aspect of student life in the school
or community, (2) a solution is needed and not presently
known, at'least .for the particular case in question, (3) the
sthdents must consider the entire situation with all the
accompanying variables and complexities, and (4) the problem

pis such that the work done bY the'students pan lead to some
imrdvement'in the situation. This expectstiOn'of useful
adEomplishment grovided the motivation for Ehildren tO carry
out the comprehensive investigaions needed t find some

aaution to the.challenge. A

The level at which the children approach the,problems,
the investigations illat they carry out, and the solutions

_

*Kenneth B. Henderson and Robert . Isingry, "ProblemSolving
in Mathematics,9 in The Learning o Mathematics: Its Theory

land Practice, Nenty-first Yearbook of the:National Council
lof Teachers of. Mathematics (Wash ngton, D.0 :J. The Council,

. 1953), p. 233. (

4.
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The USMES Approach

4

^

that they devise may varY according_to theage and ability
of the children. However, real problem soltring involves

them, at some level, in all aspects of tht problemlpolving
process: definition of the problem; determination of the
important factorin the problem; observation; measurement;
collection of data; analysis of thdata using graphs,
charts, statistics, or whatever means the students cr find;
discussion; forTulation and tril of suggestect solut ons;
clarification of values; decision.making; and communications
of findings to others.: In addition, students become more
inquisitive; thore cooperative in working with others, more \

critical in.their thinking, mote self-reliant,and more in-
terested in helping to improve social conditions.

-0-Nc

To learn the process of real prOblem solving; the stu-
dents must encouneer, formulate, and find some solution to,

comp4te and realistic-problems. The students.themselves,
not the teacher, must analyze the problem, choose the vary--
ables that shoul& be investigated) search oht the facts, and
judgp the correctness of their hypotheses and conclusions.
In real problem-solving activities, the teacher actd as a
coordinator and coilaborator, not an authoritative answer-
giver.

The pro em is first reworded by students in specific

terms that pply to their.school or communiey, and the
various asp cts of t e problem'are discussed by the class.
The student then s gest approaches to the problem and set
priorities.for the-investigations they plan to carry out.
A'typical USMES claps consists of several groups working.on
different aspects of the problem. As the groups rgport
periodically to the olass on their progress, new directions
are identified and new task forces are formed as needed.
Thus, work on an USMES challenge provides students with a
"discovery-learning" or "action-oriented" experience.

Real problem solving does not rely solely on the
discovery-learning concept. In the real world people have
access to certain-facts and techniques when they recognize
the need for them. The same should be true in the classroom.
When the students find4that certain facts and skills are
necessary for continuing their investigation, they learn
willingly and,quickly in a more directed way to acquire
these facts and skillt. ConsequentlY, the students should
have available different resources that they may use as
they recognize the need for them', but 'they should still be

left with a wide scope to explore'their own pleas and
methods.

5
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Certain information on specific skills is provided by the
sets of USMES "Aw To" Cards. The studentsere referild
onlY to the set for which they have clearly identified ,e
need and only when ther are unaoble to Proceed on their own. .

Each "How're Cards title clearly' indicates the skill in-
volved--"How to Use a Stopwatch," "How to Make a Bar Graph
Picture of Your Data," etc. (A.completê list of the "Howl
To" Cards ban be found i4 Chapter.IX of the, USMES Guide.)

Another resource provided by USMES is the Design Lab or
its ,cleSsroom e2uivalent. The Design Lab provides a cen-
tNalrlocation for tobls and materials where devices may be
constructed and tested without appreciably disrupting,other
classroom activities. 'Ideally, it is a separate room with
Space for all necessary supplies and equipment and work
sprefor the children. However, it may be as small as a
corner of the classroom and may contain only a few tools and
supplies. Since the benefits of real problem solving C'en be
..obtained by the students only if they have a means to fol-
low up their ideas, the availability of a Design Lab can be
a very important as:et.

Oftitally, the operation of the school's Design Lab
should be such as tq make it available to the students whennit
ever they needdit. It should be as free as possible from
set scheduling or programming. The students use thp Design
Lab to try out their own ideas aneor to design, construct,
test, and improve many devices initiated by their responaes
to the USMES challenges., 'While this optimum operation of
the Design Lap may not Ilwairs be possible due to var

limitations, "hands-on" activities may take place ii
classroom even though a Debign Lab may not be avai able.
(A detailed discussion of the Design Lab can be fo nd in
Chapter VI of ihe USMES.Guide, 4Lle a complete lljst of "How
To" Cards covering such Design EA skills as'Saloi g, gluing,
nailing, soldering, is contained-in Chapter I

Work on all USMES challenges'is not only su ficienfly
complex to require the collaboration of the whole class but
also diverse enough to enable each student to contribute
according to his/her interest and ability. However, It
should'bd noted that if fewer than ten to twelve students
from the class are carrying out the investigation of a unit

challenge, the extent of their discdvery and learning can be k
expecte0 to be less than if more members of the classare
involved. While it is possible for a class' to work on two<

. 1

relata units at the same time, in many classes the students
'ogress better with just one.

The amount oftime spent each week working on anUSMES
c allenge is crucial to a successful resolution of the

.iIrl
Aw 0

,
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problem. Xach challenge is designed so that the various
invaestigations will take from thirty to forty-five hours,
deplending.on the age of the children, before some solution
to, the problem is found and some actionis taken on the
results of the inveatigations. -Unless sessions are held At
least two or three times a week,.it is difficult for the
children to maintain their interest tnd momentum and Iq be-
come involved intensively with the challenge. The length of
esAh session depends upon the age leVel of the children and
the nature of the challenge. For example, children in the
primary'grades may proceed better by working on the challenge
more frequently for shorter periods of,time, perhaps fifteen
to twenty minutes, while older children may proceed better-
by working less frequently for much longer periods of-time.

Student interest and the overall,accomplishmenis of the
class in finding and implementing solutions to the,challenge
indicate when,the class's general participation in unit
activities should end.' (Premature discontinuance of work
on a specific chailenge is often dusimore to waning interest
on.the parE of the teacher than to that of the students..)

A However, some students may continue work un a voluntary

(- basis on ope problem, while the others begin to identify.
, possible approaches to another USMES challenge.

Importance of the Challenge

9

II 0

4

Although individual (or group) discovery and student
initiation of investigations is the process in USMES units,
this does not imply the constant encouragement of random.
activity. Random activity has an important place itt
children's learning,'and opportunities for it.should be
made available at various times. During USMES activities,
however, it is belieyed that xhildren learn to solve real
problems only when their efforts are focused on finding
some solution to the real and practical plosblempresente4
in the USMES challenge. tt has been found that students
are motivated to overcome maliy difficulties and frustrations
in their efforts to achieve bile goal of effecting some ,
change or at least of providing some useful information tt.
others. Because the children's commitment to finding's
solution to the challenge is one of the keys to successful
USMES work, it is extremely important that the challenge be
introduced so that it is accepted by thaclass as an im-
_portant problem to whirh they are willing to devote a con-

-'-siderable amount of time.

The challenge not only motivates thg children by.stating
the problem but also provides theth vith a criterion for
judging their -results. This criterionif it works, it's
right (or if it helps us fine an answer to our problem, it



Role of the Teacher

a good thing to do)--giVes the children's ideas and results

a meaning within the context of their goal. Many teachers

have found this.concept to be a valuable strategy that not
only allows the teacher to respond positively to all df the
children's ideas but also helps the childten themselves to

judge the value of their efforts.

With all of the above in mind, it can be said that th
teacher's responsibility in the USNES strategy for open-
classroom activities is as follows:

1. Introduce the challenge in'a meaningful way

that not only allows the children tt) relate
it to their partiCular situation but also
opens up various avenues of approaah.

2. Act as a coordinator and collaborator. Assist,

not direct, individuals or groups of students
as they investigate different aspects of the

problem.

3. Hold USHES,sessions at least two,or three times

11-week so that the children have a chance tiiO
-come involved in the challengeand carry out
comprehensive investigations.'

4. Providethe tools and supplies necessary or

initial hands-on work in'the classroom or make
arrangements for the children to wotk in the

DesignJ..ab.

5. Be patient In letting the children make their,
own'mistakes and find their own way. .Offer
assistance or point out sources of hdlp for
specific information (such.as the "How To"
Cards) only when thle children become frustrated

in their approach to the problem. Conduct

skill sessions as necessary.

6. Provide f ent opportunities for group'reports
and student e changes of idens in class dis-

cussiOns. In most cases, siudents will, by
their own critical examination of the procedures
they have used, improve or set new directions .

in their investigations.
#.

3.6 :
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. If necessary, ask appropriate questions to stim-
ulate the students' thinking so that they will
make more extensiie and comprehensive investiga-
tions or analyses of their data.
4

8. Make sure that a dufficient number of students
(usually ten to twelve) are working on the
challenge so that activities do not become
fragmented or stall.

Student success in USMES unit activities is indicated by

the progress they make in finding soMi,aolution to the
challenge, not by following a particular line of investiga-
tion nor by obtaining specified results. The teacher's
role in the USMES -strategy is to provide a classroom at-
mosphere in which all students can, in their own way,
search outsome solution to the challenge.

0

Today many leading educators feel th(dt real problem
solving (under different names) is an important skill to
be learned. In ,this modeof learning particular emphasis

is placed on developing skills to deal with real problems
rather than the skills needed to obtain "correct" answers
to contrived problems. Because of this and because of the
interdisciplinary nature of both the problems and the re-
sultant investigations, USMES ia ideal for use as an impor-
tantipxt of the elementary school program. Much of tht
time normally spent in the class on the traditional ap-
proaches to math, Science, social science, and language
arts skills can be safely assigued to USMES activities. In

fact, as Much as one-fourth to one-third of the total school
program might be allotted to work on USMES challenges.
Teachers who have worked with USMES for several years have
each succeeding year'successfully assigned to USMES activ-
ities the learning of a greater number of tiaditional
skills. In additpn, reports have indicated that students
retain for a long time the skills and concepts learned and
practiced during USMES activities. Therefore, the time
normally spent in reinforcing required skills can be greatly
reduced if these skills are learned and practiced in the
context of real problem solving.

Because real problem-solving activities cannotpossibly
cover all the skills and concepts in the major subject
areasv other curricula as well as other learning modes
(such as "lecture method," "individual study topics," or
programmed instruction) need to be used in conjunction with
USMES in an opeimal education program. However, the other
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)instruction will be-enhanced by the skills, motivation, and
understanding provided by real problem solving, and; in

some cases, work on an USMES challenge provides the conttxt

,within which the skills and concepts of the major subject

areas find applicarion;
In order for real problem solVino taught by USMES fo have

an optimal value in the school program, class time should be

apportioned wifh reason and forethought, and the sequence
of challenges inVestigated by students during their years in
elementary school should.involve them in a variety of skills

and processes. Because all.aEtivities are initiated by stu-

dents in risponse to the chalIenge, it is impossible to

state unequivocally which'activities will take place. How- J

ever, it is possible to use the documentation ofactivities
that have taken place in USMES trial classes to schedule in-
struction on the specific skills and pr6ceises'required by

the school system:- Te chers can pprstponelthe traditional

way nof teaching the 1Llls. that might come up in work on an

USMES challenge %intl. k later in the year. At that time stu-

dents can learn the re ired skillp in the usual way if they

_have not already learnecN.them during their USMES activities.
These basic skills, processes, and areas of study1 are

listed in charts and lists contained in each Teacher Resource-

Book. A teacher.can use_these charts to decIde on an over-

all allocation of class time between.USMES and traditional
learqing in the major subject disciplines. Examples of in-

dividual skills and processes are also given so that the
teacher can see beforehand which skills a student may en-

counter during the course of his investigations. ,These

charts and lists may be found in section E.

Ways In Whic USMES Differs From Other As the foregoing indicates, USMES differs significantly

Currlcula from other curricula.' Real problem solving-develops the

t`

problem-solving ability of students and does it in a way
(learning-hy-doing) that leads to a full understanding of

the process. Because of the,following differencep, some

tescher preparation is netessary. SomeOteachers may have

,been introduced by other projects.to several of the folloW-

ing new developments in education, but few teachers have
integrated all of them into the new style of teaching and

learning that real problem solving involves. 4

1. Nef Area of Learning--Real problem solving/is a
nei:7 area of learning, not just a new approach or

a new conte* within an already-defined subject
area. Although many subject-matter cutricun
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include something called problem solving, much of

this problem solViiig involves contrived problems
or fragments of a whole situation and does not

-require the cognitive skills needed for the in-
vestigation of real and pinctical Problems.
Learning the cognitive strategy required for real
problem solving is different from other kinds

of learning.

3. Interdisciplinary Education--Real problem solv-
ing integrates.the disciplines in a natural way;

there'is'no need to impose a multi-disciplinary

'structure. Solving real and practical problems
requires the application of skills, concepts,
and processes from many disciplines. The,number

and range.of diScIplines are unrestricted and
the importance of each is demonitrated in work-
ing toward the solution of practical problems.

3. Student PlanningTodearn the process of prob-
lem solving, the students themselves, not the
teacher, must analyze the problem, choose the
variables that should be investigated, search
out the facts, and judgethe correctness of the
hypotheses and conclusions. In real problem-

solving activities the teacher acts as a
coordinator and collaborator, not as an
authoritative source of answers.

4. Learning-by-DoingLearning-bp-doing, or discov-
ery learning as it is sometimes called, comes
about naturally in real problem solving since
the problems tackled by each class have unique
aspects; for example, different lunchrooms or
pedestrian crossings have different problems/

associated with them and, consequently,'uniqbe
solutions. The challenge, as defined in each
situation, provides the focus for the children's
hands-on learning experiences,'such as càllecting
real data; constructing measuring instruments,
scale models, test equipment, etc.; trying their
suggested improvements; and (in some units) pre-
parihg ieports and presentations of their findings
for the proper Suthoritieb.

5. Learning Skills and Concepts/as Needed--Skills
and concepts are learned inal problem solving

35
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as the need for them arises in the dontext .

of the work being done, rather than having a'
situation imposatby the teacher or the text-
book being used: Teachers may direct this
learning whey the need for it arises, or stu-
dents may search out information themselves
from resources provided. .

6. Group Work--Progresi toward a solution to a
real problem usually requires the efforts of
groups of students, not just individual stu-
dents working alone. Although some work may
be done individually, the total group effort
provides good opportunities for divition'of
labor and exchange of ideas among the groups
and individuals. The grouping is flexible
and changes in order to meet the needs of tfie
different stages of investigation.

7. Student Choice--Real problem solving offers
classes the opportunity twwork on problems
that are real to theT, not just to the adults
who prepare the curriculum. In addition,
students may choose to investigate particular
aspects of the problem according to their
interest. The variety of activities ensuing
from the challenge allows each student to
make some contribution towards the solution of
the problem according to his or her ability and
to learn specific skills at a time when he or
she is ready for that particular intellectual
structure.



B. General Pa Pere on Protecting Piorierty .

1. OVERVIEW,OF ACTIVITIES

Challenge:

Find a good way to protect yodr
(property ip desks or

lockers, bikes, tools, aninals,
v

etc.).

Possible Class Challenges:

How can we protect_our bicycles?

*How can we keep things fromCbeing
taken from the Design Lab?

Design a goodIsystem that will
prevent the loss of articles frOm
our lockers.

4.

4nding a solution to the Proteating Pfpperty challenge
becomes a real problem to students in some classes when ihey
experience a loss of property from their desks or lockers.
In other classes the need to protect bicycles or pets in
cages is more'important. For still other students ihe prob-
lem becomes real,when they find only a few tools or materials
left in the Design Lab for their use.

After identifying one or several problems as most urgent,
the students may break into small groups to sketch their
ideas of alarms and security containers, such as lockers and
safes. Some classes may examine different kinds of security
methods used in public buildings, such as schools, stores,
and apartment buildings. A discussion of these initial
sketches and observations may help the class to,detefhline

which security method is feasible for them to build or to
use to resolve their problei. If some students-sketch a
mechanical alarm system, such as a pail oU marbles tipping
over when a door is openedf the class may soon determine the
disadvantages of such'a design. Some students may also re-
alize that their particular designs,ofilockers ori safes can-

.,
not be.feasibly Constructed.

Students malling lockers and.safes become involved with
the mechanics of making a sturdy and secure container.
Latches and hinges may be bought or designed and constructed
by the atudents. Padloqks or a burglar alarm may be used
to make containers secuie. Those who construct,burglar
alarms deal with electric circuits and their components
(bulbs, buzzers, matches, batterief, wire), and students
unfamiliar with elettricity may wish first to experiment'
briefly with electric circuits, They may then construct sim-
ple alarms for their desks or lockers. Instead of making
containers or alarms, some,students may.set up a procedure
for making random checks of their.property, while other stu-
\dents may develop an advertising campaign to warn others
that security methods are being employed:

The studentsrdeScriptions of their devices, containers,
or other security methods stimulate class discussions and
the subsequent de,sfgn of more sophistIcated devices or pro-
cedures. Alarms su611 as floor alarms or complicated alarms
involving two circuits and 'an electrotagnet or a relar may
be constructed; other containers and locks may be tried, and
other systems for checking property may be set up. Improve-

Q c*,



2. CLASSROOM STRATEGY.FOR
PROTECTING

ments to the alarms and containers are made as problems
with durability and convenience come up. As eadh.improve-
ment is made, the students may collect data.on the effec- .

tiveness of the method in protecting their prcperty.
The students' activities in Protecting Property may lead

naturally to other USMES challenges. Their interest in par-
ticular areas of the school may lead to units such aA_Design
Lab Design, Classroom Management, Classroom Design; they may
also become involved with other aspects of Bicycle Transpor-
tation. The other USMES units that could evolve from the
Protecting Property unit include Consumer Research (to com-
pare various building mateiials), School Rules (to establish
rules for lockers and personal belongings), Advertising, 6r
Mass Communications (to tell others about the security meth-
ods being used). -

Although many of the activitiep may require skills and ,

concepts new to the students, there is no need for prelim-
inary work on these.skills and concepts because the students
can learn them' when the need arises. In fact, students
lvrn more quickly and easily when they see a need to learn..
Consider the various concepts involving electric circuits:
whereas students usually learn these concepts from texqrooks,
they can, through USMES, gain a better understanding of them
by designing and building circuits that have a specific pur-
pose.

The Protecting Property unit centers on a challenge--a
statement4that says, "'Solve this problem." Its success or

failure in'a classroom depends largelY on (1) the relevaiice
of the problem for the students and,(2) the process by
which thgy define.and accept the challenge. If the children

see the g"roblem as a real one, they will have a focus and
purpose for their activities. If the students do not think
the roblem affects them, their attempls at findiNsolu-
tio s will likely be disjointed and cursory.

One intermediate-grade teacher introduced, the
Protecting Property challenge to her class scion

after school began. The Ihildren listed and
categorjzed things that they had lost or that .

had be,gh taken in the past. They spent several
weeks constructing burglar alarms and security
containers. The teacher refbcused on the chal-
lenge several times during the course of their
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The Process of Introducing

the Challenge
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construction activities. However, because the
problem of'ndssing belong;ings was not urgent to

the 'children, they lacked,real mOtIvation,d' Mo-

tivation to finish their alarns and containers

came when they decided to show their products

at an Open House.

The Protecting Property challenge--"Find a good. way to

protect your (property in desks or lockers,

bikes, tools, animals, etc.)--is general enough to apply

to many situations. Students in different classes define'

and reword the challenge to fit their particular sltuation

afid thus arrive,st a specific class challenge. For example,

the Profecting Property challenge has been restated by one

fifth-grade class in terms of fincfing ways to prevent fur-

ther stealing of personal things from their tote trays. In

another school a group of boys in a fourth-grade class

worked on the challenge of protecting the Design.tab tools

and.materials when the Deiign Lab manager Was away from the

room.

Given that a problem exists, how cap a teacher, without
?aping difective, help the students identify the challenge

that they will.wock on as a group? There is no set method

because of vaOstions among teachers, classes, and schools

and among the USMES units themselves. ,However, USHES

teachers have found that certain general techniques in in-

troducing the challenge,are helpful.
One such technique 'is to turn a discussion of some rdcent,

event toward the challenge. Forsxamplex the teacher may

fdcus a diecussion of someonele'Missing tunch money on the

ProtectingjProperty challenge.i
\,

.

-Sinbe school began, one fifth-grade teacher had
received continual complaints about missing per-

sonal things from her students. After one such .

complaint the teacher introduced the challend.
The class identified fbur problems in the class-

room: stolen items from their tote trays (the
students ha& trays instead of desks tin which to

keep their personal belongings), stolen lunches,
stolen lunch boxes, and smashed lunches. A'

class vote showed that mbst students felt that
the tote tray problem was the most important one.

Often work on one challenge leads to another. For ex-

Sample, a class may have just rearranged the school Design

42.



4." 1:401 wanting the newly scrounged materials to be stolen, the
Lab in response to the Design Lab Design challenge. Not

I'
class may seek effective ways to protect the Design Lab,OIR

materials.'

One sixth-grade class worked on a School Supplies
challenge to reopen the school store. They soon

realized that they needed security measures to pro-
tect the store from theft and vandalism. One

group of4students %designed and installed a secur-
ity system that protected the supplies inside
their display case.

When children encounter a problem that leads to a re-
lated USMES challenge, one group Of children may begin work
on the second challenge while the rest of the cLass con-
tinues with the first challenge. However, there should be

at least ten to twelve students working on any one chal-
lenge; otherwise, the children's_work may be fragmented or

superficial or may break down completely.
An USMES challenge may also evolve from a discussion of

a specific topic being studied by the class. For example,

a class may be studying electricity and its ability to make
machines and gadgets operate. Students_may become inter-
ested in building their own electrical gadget, which may

include alarms. A Protecting Property,problem may evolve
from these activities.

Sometimes the discussion of a broad problem may encom-
pass the challenges of several related units. For example-,

a discussion of problems in the classroom may lead to Pro-
tecting PrOperty, Using Free Time, Classroom Design, Class-
room Management or Designing for Human Proportions. Sim-

ilarly, a discussion of problems at school could lead to
the challenges of Protecting Property,(again), School Rules,
School Supplies, Eating in School, Orientation, or-Play
Area Design and Use.

An experienced USMES teacher is usually willing to have
the children work on any one of thd several challenges that
may arise during the discussion of a broadLproblem. While

this approach gives the children the opportuOty to select
the challenge they are most interested in in4pstigating, it
does place oh the teacher the additional respds.iility of
belong prepared to act as a resource person for whi hever

challenge is chosen.
Classroom experience has shown that children's.p ogress

on an USMES,challenge may be poor if the teacher ¶34 stu-
dents do not reach a common understanding of what the chal-
lenge is before beginning work on it. Having no shared

14 ,
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Initial Work on the Challenge

4f.7ti

focus for their work, the children will lack the motivation
inherent in working togeiher to solve a real problem. As

a result, they may quickly lose interest.
A similar situation occurs if the teacher, rather than

-ensuring that the children have agreed upon a challenge,
merely assigns a series of activities, Although the teactil

er may see how these activities relate to an overall goal,
the children rimy not.

Before intrbducing the topic of burglar alarms,
one fburth-grade teacher had the class proceed
through a series of activites. The students first

experimented with a battery, a bulb, and a piece

of wire. Then they constructed simple circuits
and switches, with some students using the "How

To" Cards.on electricity. To test their know-
ledge of circuits, each student had to solve the
circuits in several inference boxes. Although

the class discussed what an alarm was, what its
uses were, how alarms might be constructed, and
where they might be,placed, the students did not

discuss any challenge. The class,thereafter,bbn-
structed alarms but for no specific purpose.

,Once a class has decided to work on a Protecting Proper-
ty challenge, USMES sessions should be held several times
a week, but they need not be rigidly scheduled. When
sessions are held after long intervals, students often have .

difficulty remembering exactly where they were.in their in-
vestigations and momentum diminiihes.

Duri2g the initial session'the students list possible
ways to protect the things that they have identified as
needing protection. They then decide which protection
methods are feasible to build or to implement. Small

groups are formed to construct alarms and security con-
tainers and to develop a system for random checks.

In many classes work on the Protecting Property chal-
lenge is done by individuals or small groups as they design
their own'security method's.

Students in one fifth-grade class worked indiv-
idually and in twos and threes designing and con-
structing burglar alarms, lockers, safes,.and'tote
tray lids. As they worked in the Design Lab they
exchanged ideas and advice freely.

*
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Refocusing on the Challenge

Resources for Work on the Challenge

7

AB the class works on their challenge, the children's

attention should, from time to time, be reSOcused on it so

that they do not lose sight of their overall goal. Re-

focusing is particularly important with younger children

because they have a shorter attention span. Teachers find

it helpful to hold periodic clasa discussions that include

individual and group reports. Such sessions help the stu-

dents,review what they have accomplished and what they

still need to do to implement their security method. These

discussions also provide an opportunity for students to.

participate both in evaluating their own work and in ex-

changing ideas with their classmates.

Aftet Christmas vacation one fourth- through
sixth-grade class reviewed their activities and

shared their ideas on garms. They discussed

seasons for the failure of sone .parms to work--

. poor use of Conducting materials, excessive wiring,

opee circuits-tend the.need for switches. TWo

boys intrigued the class with theirelarm that

had a throw switch. the class,became-excited
about incorporating switches into their alarm

designs.

When ehildren-encOunter difficulties during their work,

an USMES teachdr helps out. However, instead of giving

answers or suggesting specific Opcedures, the teacher'asks

open-ended questions that stimulate the studenti to think

. more comprehensively and creatively about their work. Por

example, instead of telling the students why their alarm

may be unreliable, the teacher.may ask,t"How many times will .

your alarm work without being adjusted?" Examples of other

nondirective, thought-provoking questions may be found in

section B6 of this resource bOok. . .

The teacher may alsorefer students to the "How To" Cards

which provide inforklation about specific skills, such as

making electric circuits that stay together. If many stu-

dents, or even the entire class, need help in particular

areas, the teacher shoUld condbct skill sessions as these

needs arise. (Background Papers provide teachers, with ad-. ,

ditional information on general topics applicable to 'moat

challenges, Such as analyzing graphedAata, and on specific

problems iasociated with this challenge,'such as electric

circuits.)
USMES teachers can also assist students by making it

possiBle for them to carry out tasks invOlving:hands-on

activities. If the children need to collect datwor,to
observe security methods outside of their classroom or.

4
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sctool - -in a shopping mall or,at the police, station --the

teacher can help with scheduling and supervision.

One 'fourth/fifth/sixth-grade teacher made arrange-
ments for her class to visit a nearby shopping
center to examine stores' security methods. Two
adult volunteers assisted the teacher. At the
center, the class broke into three groups (one
adult per group), each group visiting different
stores.

If the child,ren's tasks require them to design and con-

'struct items, the teacherShould make sure that they have
access to a DqpIgn Lab. Any collection of tools and mate-
rials kept in a central location (iUllart-uf the classroom,
on a portable cart, or in a separate room) can,be called S
Design Lab. To carry out construction activities in a /
school without a full Design Lab, students may scrounge(dr
.burrow tools and supplies from parent?, localbusinespes,
or other Members o the community.'

Aftei working months in the school's Design
Lab on unit activities, one third-grade class
moved back to the classroom to work. During
the time in the lab soon became evident to
the tea6her that her class was unable to work
efficiently in the lab due to scheduling and
staffing problems and distractions created by
children from other classes also working in the
lab. Some rearrangement oi the classroom was
necesSary in order to creat work and storage
areal. Oesiga Lab tools wer borrowed when
needed, and many children br ught in scrap
materials from home. During the spring small
groups returned to the lei) with a teacher aide.
It,was generally felt by the teacher that the
classroom arrangement rt;.ks quite satisfactory.

Unit activities ,ttere not conflned to Design Lab

scheduling and many children chose to work on
theivalarms ratheWthan play a _game during_free
time.

Valuable as a Design Lab is not necessary to begin
work on a Protecting Property challenge. The'lap is used
only, when needed, and this.need may not arise during,early
work on the challenge.

13



Before using the school's Design Lab one fifth-

grade class spent several weeks planning ways to

secure their property. Designs for lockers and

safes were drawn to scale. The cost of construction

for each design was estimated, and thelclass dis-

cussed wayi to raise money for suppaies and mate-

!

rials when the Design Lab supplies ran out.

40,

Culminating Activities Student inveligations generally continue until the

children have ag eed upon,and implemented some solution to

their problem. For example% they may construct containers

with latches to secure their propelity or burglar alarms to

4k protect the items kept in their Iockers, desks, or the
.

0
Design Lab.

One filth-grade class bt lockers, sales, burglar

alarms, and Plexigaaselids to secure their per-

sonal belongings in the classroom. Alter these

security methods weie put into use, the class
noted that personal items were *no longer missing.

They attributed this situation to their security

methods and to the fact that they were more care-

Aa with their belongings.

1

3: USE OF PROTECTING PROPERTY IN THE Children in the primary gradei may make significant

PRIMARY GRADES progress wieh the Protecting Propbrty challenge of finding

a good way to protect their belongings.' Although their .

investigations may not-be as,sophisticated as those con-
ducted by older students, they will be able to propose
feasible solutions and take effective action on their

challenges.
Discovering things missing from ones desk or locker is

distressing to childern and makes the Protecting Property

challenge real and highly motivating. When such an in-

.
ent-acturai-young-ehildren-w111-stigetly_offer thoir own

experiencee with missing things and'will lise.posaIble ways

to protect their belongings. In evaluating the suggestions'
for security methods,4the children may eliminate some as

being unsafe or unrealistic. The,class'may then choose

the.security items that they wishito make, such as secur-'

ity'containers, bUrglar alarms, or'lide.



The Protecting Ptoperty challenge was Atroduced
to one second-grade class after money was missing

from the teacher's purSe. The class was con-
cerned and wanted to do something to Protect their
belongings, particularly their desk belongings.
They made a list of ways to secure their desks,
which included the following ideas:

'rcake a door for the desk. /.

Put things in a box and put the box
inside the desk.
Put a lot ofsbeils around the desk.
Get a locker or a suitcase.
BUy a lock for the desk.

.For lirimary children, working with electrical compon-

ents-- atteries, bulbs, wire, buzzers, bells--is fascinating
and ch llenging. In many classes the children spend many

sessib s trying different circuit and glarm arrangements.

Their ctivities usually inelude dealing with open and
kclosed circuits, series and parallel circuits, conductors

and in ulators, switches, and.circuit drawing. In addition

to pro iding(for the'practice of manipulative skills, these
invest gatidns also provideopportunities for the children
to.pra tice their reasoning powers.

T rd-graders in one class experimented with

di ferent electric components and circuit ar-

rangements. Although the children were ni;;i

faMiliar. with electrical components, they w re

quick to put together_working circuits and to
p4 ceive differences in bulE brightnesses because
of the differenttcircuit arrangements (series and
pa allel circuits).

4' Alt

In t ials of the Protecting Property challenge* young
childre show amazing persistence id searching for 4

workable alarm. In many cases the children design and

build alarms that are quite sophisticate

One third-grade girl constructed a window alarm
t used a clothespin for a switch. A thumb-

ta k was placed inside each clothespin jaw.
At ached to each thumbtack were wires leading to
a bell and a battery. When the clothespin jaws .'

*Formerly the Burglar'Alarm Design tqi
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were together, thumbtacks touching, the circuit

was complete. The clothespin was ta d to the

window sill. Separating the c2othes in jaws was

a piece of paper that was attached td a string.

The other end of the string was tied to the win-

dow latch. The girl was careful to tape the,
string to the inside of a woodên'crosspiece on the
window frame so that the burglar could not see

the string from outside of the window. When the

V window was opened, the paper was pulled from be-
tween the clgthespin jaws, completing-the cir-
cuit, and sounding the alarm.

Various aspects of measurement--units of measure, dif-
ferent measuring tools, and measurement reliability and
accuracx--will'arise as the children build their securiVA
containers or try to determine where their completed con4

tainers may be placed in the classroom. They quickly note

that some sort of a unit'of measurement is_necessary when
they discover that visual approximations or measurements
using different units are difficult to compare.

To build the containers, the children use the necessary

tools and materials. Experience in manY schools has 'Shown

that small children are able to use saber saws with adult
supervision and are able to learn the proper ways to use
hand,tools and other Design Lab materials. Working on other

USMtS challenges, primary children have constructed TritWall
tables, bookshelves, and a puppet theater.

Although the children work in small groups or individ-

uall on-their security-method,p, they exchange ideas'freely

and help one another. Such an exchange also occurs during
class discussions when designs are demonstrated and ex-

plained. This sharing experience not only provides an op-

portunity tO exchange ideas but also allows'for the prac-
, tice of oral and listening skills. ,

Most primary children will remain interested and spend

great amounts of time completink investigafions that they
consider important and relevant for some sort of resolu-

tfbn of a real problem.

\
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42 FLOW ,CHART

tov

A

The following flow chart presents some of the student
activitiesdiscussions, observations, calculations, con-
structionsthat may occur during work on a Protecting
Property challenge. Because each class will choose its own
approach to the challenge, the sequences of events given

,
here represent only a few of the many possible variationa.
Furthermore, no one class isocoxpected to undertake all the

activities listed.
The flow chart is not a lesson plan and should not be

useB as one. Instead, it illustrates how comprehensive in-
vestigations evolve from the students'''Aiscussion of a

- Protecting Property problem.
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Cballenge: Find a,good way to protCt your' (propertgin desks

..% 'tools.r animals, etc.r....:

. . .

_Optional Other,USIES'..unitsx::

'Preliminarg .0icycle.,Transportation School Zoo .'
Activities: eAreather gredictions N/._,Classroom besign

.ClaSsroomillanagempent -' .Growiug'Plants
_.Lvsign Lab petsign

PoSsible
StUdent.
Acpiuities:

41%

7: I,
ass Discussion: Mast are sots of theproblems of'keeping personal tkPlis
in the classrooF%or sdhopl, suCh asAlens and,noteb'ooks; petsicYc1eS7
Hot can wd prevent our perSopal things and classroom and,Design.tab' material*,
from beingtakdn? 'Dedision made ou.WhiCh pibblems are mOst urgelitt-

or lOckers'i+.bikes,
+

Social science
pit pn,coaqiunity
protertion

23''

SCience unit on
e2ectricit0+ ang/or
'ejectromaqiet#

Data Collection: Olilrvation of

security methods used by stores;.,4

schools, and other6public .places:

+ 1 '

Investigation
of electric 4

circuits.

Initial afiwing of possible
alaift sysiemis. '

. "

,IiiitialAiawing of
, ,

possineysecurity-
contiiOrs.

Class DiScOssion: RePorts Of groups. Description of security methOds used
by stores and,of alar0 sy§Aeps and,containers designedsliy students. Consid-

eration of the good,snd bad aspects of each security met4od. Formation of

grpups to construct'or develop a sdouritl method. '

!Revision of drawings.1

Construction of simple
electric alarm systems,
e.g., alarm goes off
when desk or door is
opened.

Conatruction of

security con-

tainers, .g.,
lockers, safes.

Znvestigatibn Of Development o

,ehe posai4lify of
.kudents

'advettising.capr

patgn to:Rublicize
a schedule of

tandom cheas of .:.

the affeoted.ares,
.g., beeigM Lab::

the fact that ae-3,.

coFity deAces ot

:11

Class Discussion: Reports from groups. Students critique alare!systems;...con-,

tainers, and other security methods. Discussion of waylt.to imptóie eadfilieihod.

Consideration of the cost and effectiveness of each security method. Dialcubston

of ways to measure effectiveness of each security-methOd.
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tloprovements made

on containers and
locks.

4
Improvements made on
alarm systems. Con-

struction of more com-
plicated alarms, e.g.,
incorporating an elec-
tromagnet.

1

Jr

Improvements made in
schedule for random
checks or in adver-
tising campaign.

4
Trial of security methods
that do not need to be
changed.

Data Collection: Class or school survey
to determine effectiveness of each
security method.

4
Data Collection: Observation of class-
room or affected area to see if thefts'
or destructiveness have been reduced.

Jr

Data Representation: Compiling survey results, observation

notes. Analysis and interpretation of data. Preparation of

bar graphs.

Class Discussions. Report of groups and discussion of evaluation results.
Decision made on the effectiveness of each security method.

Consideration of other
areas ihat need pro-
tection.

Further revisions made on
security methods.

Continued use of alarm systems,
security conthiners, or other
security methods.

Optional Other USBES units: Science unit on Social sciencefunit

Follow-Up ',Design Lab Design, *Classroom Design electricity and/ on community pro-

Classroom Management *Advertising or'electromagnets. tection.

Bicycle Traneportation!Consumer Research
Mass Communications School Rules

I



.5. A COMPOSITE/LOG*

This hypothetical account of a
fifth-grade class describes many
of the activities and digcussions .

Aentioned in the flow chart. ,The
composite log shows only one of
the many progressions of events
that might develop as a class in-
vestigates the Protecting Property
ahallenge. Documented events from
actual classes are italicized and
set apart from the text.

Over the course of several Weeks various children com7-

plain to the teacher that personal items are missing from
their desks, including paperback books, pens and pencils,
erasers, and small note pads. In a few cases ,the items were
simply misplaced, but in other cases, the items are not in
the classroom.

Today, the class returns to their homeroom from meth
class and begins to organize into their small groups to con-
tinue work on projects they have started. Becnuse one group,
needs to use the classroom tools, they gather in the work-
bench atea. AB they prepare to work, one girl notes that
the hammer and two screwdrivers are missing from tin/peg-
board that holds the tools. The groVp is estressed because
they need the healer.

The group reports the three missing tools to the teacherf
who immediately asks everyone to check their desks, to look
behind the bookcases, and to look under the tlassroom furni-

ture. A thorough check of the room reveals nothing. Now
the whole class becomes concerned because the had silent a
lot of time at the beginning of school scrounging for these
tools. Thestudents decide that they are too,upset to ton- ,

tinue work on their projects today. Instead, they decide to

talk further on this problem.

A Protecting Property challenge arose in a Design
Lab in Boston, Massachusetts, several weeks after
school began. Materials were being taken from the
lab when the Design Lab manager was out of the room.
A group of fourth-grade boys was challenged to make
an alarm to protect the Design Lab when the manager
was out of the lab. (See log by Charles Donahbej

Members of one fourth/fifth/sixth-grade class in
Lansing, Michigan, who loved fish,,had a can with a
slot in it for contributions to purchase new fish
for the aquarium. On a Monday morning $1.25 was
mdssing from the can. The class was very upset.
They discussed how shocking this loss Oas for the
room and talked about how to.prevent another theft.
(From log by KaOryn McNenly.)

*Written by USNES staff Gl.



The students speculate as to en the tools were taken
and who would have wanted them. Dur1gthe course of this
discussion several students comment that things from their
desks have dlso been disappearing. Them children proceed
to tell whSt they lost. The teacher fi ds this an ideal
time to introduce a Protecting Property class challenge,
"How can we prevent further losses from our tool pegboard
and desks?"

The discussion quickly focuses on ways to prevent further
losses. "Let's booby-trap,our desks, so that when someone
opens a desk, something slaps his hand!"

"Why don't we post someone in the room all the time?"
"Let's get some security guard dogs!" The teacher re-

minds the students that although these are good ideas, they
need to think of security methods that they can feasi-
bly employ iwthe classroom. One girl suggests starting a
list on ehe board and volunteers to do the writing.

Over the course of an hour the class suggests and dis-5 e

.cusses the following ideas:

Have someone from the class remain in the rooi at
all times. (Someone else could bring back his
assignments from other classes.)
Put all personal things in a locker or a safe.
Make book bags and carry everything around.
Put the tools in a locker or safe.
Put burglar alarms on the desks.
Write names on everything with permanent ink'.

Change the school system--rather than having the
students switch classes, have the teachers move
from homeroom to homeroom.

After talking about each suggestion, several are elimi-
nated because they are seen as unfeasible and/or very incon-
venient. For example, although several students say they '

would not mind staying in the classroom during language arts,
math, and science classes, they wduld mind during gym, re-
cesd, and lunchtime. Someone else comnents that their par-
ents would probably get pretty mad if they knew that their
child was not attending classes. No'one is keen on the
suggestion to carry everything with them,Aparticularly those
children who have a tendency to fill their desks. The prob-
lem with marking everything is that someone can easily use
permanent ink to scratch out the owner's name. Finally, the
suggestion to alter the school system of changing rooms is
seen as being unfeasible because "most teachers probably

t'2
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would not want to move around from class to class." The

teacher comments that the system was set up not because
teachers do not want to move, but because it is too dif-
ficult to move all his/her materials around. Some teachers

would have to have a lage cart.
The class notes that two of their suggestions remain on

the list: lockers or safes and burglar alarms. One boy

comments that it will be a big nuisance having the too in

a container. Anotherboy wonders whether they can lea e the

tools hanging and build a container around the pegboard,
something like a cupboard. Three other boys quickly voice

their approval of this type of design, and ask if they can
form a group to make such a container. -

The teacher agrees, but asks what they will do*
their desk belongings. 'One girl suggests that anoth r
group can design, construct, and install dealt alarms for

them. Another girl proposes that those working on the tool
cupboard share lockers and have someone else make them. The

boys agree to both ideas and agree first to decide which
security method they want. The rest of the class then
chooses whether to make a locker or a safe to put their desk
belongings in or to design and construct a desk alarm. The'

class then breaks into these three groups--lockers grout,
burglar alarm group, and the pegboard cupboard group.

The fourth-grade boys in Boston designed a floor
alarm so that when someone stepped inside the Design
Lab door onto.a Tri -Wall doormat, two metal pieces
underneath the Tri-Wall piece came in contact with

each other. This contact completed the electric cir-
cuit, making a fight go on.in their classroom across

the4all. Upon seeing the light, someone immediately
chedked to see who was entering the room. (See log

by Charles Donahoe.)

Fifth-graders in one.clas
faced the problem of prot
longings. A long lis
was made. Final mea of
and included making b

n Boulder, Colorado,
ing their sonal be -

ays t. oteit their items
rote io we e voted on

ers andrglar arms,

safes, and lids for their tote trays. (See log by

Laura Lyon.)
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Alarm Group

Ideas for possible alarm designs are brainstormed. The

discussion is difficult bedause some members cannot accu-

rately relate.their ideas. The grotip decides that each per-

aon should make a sketch of his/her idea And be ready to ex-
plain it to the group later.

Some of the group members design mechanical-type booby

traps. One design uses a can and marbles. The can with

marbles in it is taped to the inside of the desk top. When

the lid is raised the marbles roll out of the can making,a
racket as they go.

Some students want to make an electric alarm, and they .

experiment with buzzers, bulbs, batteries, and wire they

have found. Although some students have no trouble in mak-

ing a buzzer ring or a bulb light, othera consult the "How
To" Cards on circuits, such as, "How To Hake a Simple Cir-
cuit" and "How To Make a Circuit Stay Together."

One girl designs an alarm so that when thp desk top is
opened, the circuit is broken, and the light' bulb goes off.

One boy who is somewhat knowledgeable in electric circuits
uses the "How To" Cards--"How To Add Things to a Circuie
and "How To Make and Use Switches"--to aesign his alarm.
His design is such that when the desk licria raised, a metal
strip tacked.to ehe back of the desk lid touches a metal
strip that is tacked to the desk bottom, completing the cir-
cuit and making a buzzersound.

dtstc hAr.

meta% S4tip on
closK 114

metal Strip on
d.sx bottom

/
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inside
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When everyone has completed his drawing, the group recon-

venes. Each member shares his idea with the gizoup, and the

group then tritiques each design. Several mechanical alarms

are eliminated because their main problem is that everytime

they are set off, it takes a long time to reset them. The

design in which the bulb goes off Whip .the lid is opened is
also eliminated becausd they realize that the battery would

wear out qtgckly. EverYtne likes the design with the metal
strips at the back of the desk, and 136 this one is submitted

for the class to discuss.
The Alarm Group explains to the rest'of the class the'

reasons that they rejected various designs. They then shoW

the design with the strips, carefully explaining that when
the two metal strips talch, a complete circuit is made. One

boy points out a disadvantage of this design, that the metal
strips are visible and-Ean be,easily bent out of shape so
that they would not make,contact when the desk lid is opened.
Someone looks at the way the desk top opens And cOmments
that the strips cannot be concealed inside.. Suddenly one
boy thinks of_g switch that can be placed inside the desk.
He proceeds to draw and explain his.idea.1

attOCNIed +b des k
lid (inside.)

ins LA 644 (dirt

aftoellect ib- initcle. c k b0.140
metal tce.

wire tvi sulafion

bu33er baftery

One end of a long piece of insulated wire is connected to

the battery. The wire then extends to the desk lid where
part of it is taped to the inside of the lid. The insula-

tion is reloved from the other end of the wire, and the wire
passes through a metal piece that is attached'to the inside

of the desk bottom. Attached to one end of the metal piece

is a wirathat leads to the buzzer. As'long as the insulated



portion of the wire is touching the natal pieCe,"the circuit

is not complete. Raising the desk lid draws the piece of

wire up until the'portion of the wire without insulation
eventually touches the metal strip, completes the circuit,
and makeO the alarm go off. "The class thinks thiswidea is

clever, and the Alarm Group agrees to test it but.
The alarm is constructed and tested the following day.

The group notes that the buzzer doa-sbotouzz every time
the desk lid is opened. *hen it does buzz, the sound is not

,

constant. They realize that how much noise the buzzer makes
on the amount of dontact the thin, bare wire makes_

wi the metal piece. All agree ehat this is not a depend-

able set up.
\ One boy notes a further disadvantage to this design. In

oider to complete the circuit the desk lid must be raised

high enough to bring the uninsulated wire in contact with

the metal piece. The children agree that if anyone is going

to fake something from a desk, he or she certainly would not

raise the lid that mudh. The wire is shortened but then

they find it difficult to make any type of adjustment to

alarm parts in the desk. They become exasperated and go to

the teacher for ideas.

One sixth-grade gizl in Champaign, Illinois, made a

window alarm using a metal clip and an uninsulated

portion of wire. The alarm was set up such that when

the window was opened, the window pulled on a wire
until the bare part touched the'metal clip.

-

4 clip

- I ASu I cdta awe

- - art atti..u+

tns.klain4n

Two problems were discovered with this type of switch.

If the windot was opened quickly and wide, the wire

was pulled out of the clip altogether, breaking the

circuit. She also discovered that the metal clip
gripped the insulated wire so tight/y that ar?other
part of 'the circuit was broken before the wire would

slide. (From log by Thacher Robinson.)
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The teacher ens to the Alarm Group's problem'and

notes that the need to, think of a system-that can be set

from outside th_ desk. She also notes that they seem to

need a more reliable switch. She refers them to the box of

odds and ends on the workbench and suggests that they may
find something for a switch in the box. She also reminds

them of the "How To" Cards on switches,
Scrounging through the odds-and-ends box, the group finds

a clothespin, which two boys excitedly deade can replace

the wire and metal piece switch. Two thumbtacks are stuck

to the inside of each clothespin jaw. The wire from the bat-

tery is then soldered to one of the thumbtacks and the wire
from the buzzer is soldered to the other so that a complete

circuit is made when.the jaws are together. If a piece of

cardboard is placed between the jaws, t4p circuit is broken.
The group tapes the clothespin inside the front part of

the desk. One-end of a long piece of cardboard is taped to
the desk lid;. the other end is.clasped by the clothespin.
When the lid is opened, the cardboard piece is yanked from
between the clothespin jaws. ,The group notes that the buzzer
sounds every time the xardboard is removed. One boy points

out, however, that their alarm arrangement again requires
that the lid be opened quite far before Xhere is enough ten-
sion on the cardboard for it to be pulled from between the

clothespin jaws. The group groans.
While the rest of the group sits around deciding what to

do next, one.boy 6lOsellii examines a desk. He notices small

spaces around the areayhere the desk legs pass through the,

bottom of the desk. As an experiment he drops a 4ong piece

of twine through one-of these spaces so that one end of the.'

string is inside of the desk and the other end is hanging

down outside the desk. By this time several of the group

members are drawn to what he is doing. When they see the

arrangement of the string, they excitedly propose tying one'
end of the cardboard piece to the string. When this is done,

the desk lid is shut. Someone pulls the end of the.string

that is outside of the desk. The string becomesitaut and

pulls the cardboard from between the jEiws.'

The group suddenly becomes excited. They quickly reset

the clothespin iwitch and shut the desk lid. Before they

can pull the string on the outside of the desk, someone

accidently begins to open the lid. As the lid is raised,

one observant boy notes that the string is drawn through the

space into the desk. He quickly grabs the string and tells
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someone tp open the desk Iid again. The desk lid is,opened

slightly and the string becames taut. SuddenlY there,is a

snap, and the buzzer sounds.

A group of boys in the fifth-grade class in Boulder
devised an alarm'using a clothespin,as a switch.
Metal pieces were glued to the inside of each clothes-

pin jaw, and wires connecting the buzzer and battery

, were taped to the metal pieces. The clothedpin was

attached to the tote tray, and the cardboard insulator
was taped to the batk of the tote tray rack. When

the tray wasidulled out, the insulator was yanked
from between the clothespin jaws, completing the

. circuit and setting,off the a/arm. (See log by

Laura Lyon.)

For the next several'days the grout) works on their alarm

design. The clothespin is glued inSide the desk front be-

cause the tape eventually wesra out. To preVent the con-

tents of the desk from interfering with the string, three
rings are glued to the desk lich-The string then passes .

through these rings to,the back of the 'desk, through a space
next,to the desk leg, and out the bottam of the desk. The

-string-is long enough so that the lid can be opened wide_
without having the string be drawn completely\iqo the desk.
-The cardboardliece is replaced with a small 1 h7ther piece
because the cardboard ripped after several tugs. When ad-

, justments aie completed inside the desk, the string outside
the desk is pulled taut and taped to the underside of the

desk,
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A third-grade boy j Lansing, Michigan, designed a
2ask alarm that co ld be reset outside the desk. The

alarm components (battery and buzzer) were taped to
the underside of bis desk. A piece of cardboard was

inserted on the buzzer so that an incomplete circuit

resulted. The cardboard was attached to a length of

string that wound arcimkd a pulley, went through a
hole in the desk and was taped to the inaide of the
desk lid.. When the desk lid was raised, the string
pulled the cardboard piece from the buzzer, making a

complete.circuit. (From log by Lucy Knappen.)

DUrinOthe next class discussion the Alarm Group demon-

strates their alarm. The alarm is set, and when someone

raises the lid a tiny bit, the leather piece is pulled from
between the clothespin jaws, and the buzzer sounds. Every-

one is amazed.
Someone then notes that in order to stop the buzzer from

working, the group must yank a wire off the battery. He sug-

gests putting an on-off switch on the .desk bottom. Same agree

that this is a good idei. Others say that they would rather

loosen the string to get into the desk and tighten it when

theylleave. Since no one cat think of,any further improve-
ments, the Alarm Group asks who wishei to have such an alarm
installed in their desks and how they want,to turn it on and
Off and indicate whether they want a switch or not.

At this point in the discussion someone wonders if they
should warn others that alarms are in operation. She cites

several examples of seeing burglar alarm or watchdog warn-
ing signs in public buildings. The class thinks this idea
is good because the signs would further intimidate would-be

thieves. Part of the Alarm Group decides to make the signs,
while the other members choose to make and install their
alarm design into the various desks.

Pegboard Cupboard Group
The group brainstorms ideas for the cupboard. Ttie boy

who had suggested making the cupboard during the class dis-
cussicaelaborates on his idea. He explains that they.need

to m re the pegboard and then to build a cupboard large
enough to enclose the'pegboard. He suggests using plywood

for the'cupboard. One boy who is familiar with carpentry
claims that if plywood is used, the cupboard will be heavy.
He wonders if they are capable of making a strong enough sup-

port on the wall for the cupboard and ihe tools. Someone



then suggests.using Tri-Wall. The group decides to compare

both materials when they,go to the supply roourwhere some

building materials are stored.
The boys next discuss the cupboard 40.24Tilielf. The

design they agree on is rectangular in shape with two doors.

One boy wonders wIly the pegboard itself cannot serve as the
back of the -cupboard; they would then need to build only

five sides (one front and four sides). No One can think of

a reason against this idea, and so they agree to do this.

Qne boy proceeds to redraw their design on the board, and it

appears as follows.

--ptelbOana

In the supply room the group compares ,the weights of ply-

wood and Tri-Wall. Someone picks up a mediumrsized piece of

quarter-inch plywood and exclaims how heavy it is. Other

members lift bhe piece and agree. A larger piece of Tri-Wall

is then picked up by all, and the decision is unanimous--
they decide to use the Tri-Wall. (The group then returns to

the classroom to take measurements and to draw the final

plans.
When the plans are complete, the boys beginQatruction.

Two boys measure and mark the cupboard pieces on the Tri-

Wall. The boys take turns using the saber saw to cut the

pieces'. Three boys then use the hot glue gun to glue the

Tri-Wall pieces together.
When the three-dimensional cupboard doosia are finished,

someone removes the pegboard from the wally The doors are

placed on top of the pegboard, and someone tries to open

them. The doors open only slightly because they are,placed
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too close to each-Other and their thickness interferes with
their opening. The problem is brought to the class and
someone suggests that the doors be pushed apart until they
open wide easily.

dekers pushed.
tole finer le

doiers pushed slIgh+),
apat

One observaqmimemter of the group points out that when
the two doors are pushed apart, they extend slightly beyond
the pegboard,

pe3boaea
- 81514 overlap 1

The group realizes that each door must be trimmed to lie
flush with the pegboard. At fiYst they decide to ignore the
overlap problem, but then someone suggests that they may
have difficulty attaching hinges. Two boys volunteer to re-
move the two affected sides, trim the door fronts, and reglue
the dides%,

While these two boys are making, the necessary idjustments,
one boy investiiates kinds of hinges that will secure'two
pieces of Tri-Wqll. As an experiment he connects two pieces
of Tri-Wall with a metal hinge and regular screws. The hold

is only temporary. After opening and shutting the two Tri-
Wall pieces five times, the screws become loose. On the

seventh oPening one screw falls out of its hole. Realiiing

that this method is inadequatey he scrounges around in the
odds-and-ends box and finds some leather scraps. He cuts

one piece into a rectangular shape and glues one end of the

7.1.
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leather strip;to one piece,".of other'end to

. another piece."'

Sk-r"fr".

After .opening ana shutting the two pieces ten times, the

leather piece fs sti4 secure. He excitedly shows this to

1J11/1

the rest of the group, who agree to adopt his hinge until

one boy asks Whethex the leather 1 stick to the pegboard.

The boy hesitates, and everyone agrees that thif should be

tested.

Studefits in the Boulder class made Tri-Wal hinges

for their lockers. A piece of Tri-Wall was cut in

the following shape: ri==f1 . One end of t e_Tri-

Wall piece was glued to the locker side. The other

end,was glued to the door% The center part of the

) hinge was wrapped with masking tape to allow for

flexibility. (Se:Iltog by Laura Lyon.)
.0--

Students in one second -gradeclass in Ganado, Ari-

zona, made doors for their desks to protect their

personal belongings. To attach the TYi-Wall door

to the desk, they used tape. Although the tape al-

lowed for flexibility, it had to be replaced fre-

quently. (From log by Celia Rencher.)

Because the metal hinges did not secure well to the Tri-

Wall, the group designs their own latch to secure the'locker

door. A piece of clothes hanger wire is bent into a horse-

shoe shape. The two ends of the wire are then stuck through

the Tri-Wall door neasathe opening edge. Inside the door,

the wire ends are bent so that they intertwine. A horseshoe-

shaped wire is attached to the other door in the same way.

Someone brings a padlock from home. The padlock is placed

through the two metal loops and locked.
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The glue
joint to be
hanger wire
through the
the inside.

hung on the

410
who will be
agrees that

pe7board

and leather strip test on the pegboard shows the

quite secure. As a precaution, however, clothes
is installed in the same manner as in the latch,
pegboard and leather pieces and intertwined on

two members paint the cupboard. the cupboard is

wall, and the class marvels at it. Someone asks

in charge of the cupboard.key, and everyone
the teacher should be.

Lockers Group
Before the children draw plans for their lockers they de-,

cide'what things they wish to store in them. Some children

want to store only their desk belongings; others Wish to
store their lunches and coats in addition to their desk be-
longings. They estimate the amount of space required for
the items and base the locker dimensions on these estima-

tions.
When their plans are complete, the children go to the sup-

ply room to get quarterl-inch plywood or Tri-Wall, whichever
they phooSe to work with. The material is brought to the-
classroom where the locker pieces are measured and marked.
Childien then take turns using the saber-saw to cut the Tii-

Wall or plywood.
Inaccuracies in measurement and/or cutting become evident

when the children assemble the lockers. Two girls, who have

glued three sides of their Tri-Wall locier together with a
hot glue gun, discover that the Tourth side is much shorter

than the other sides. Before they can cut a new piece, some;

one suggests gl4.ng an extra piece to the short side to ex-

tend it. Two other lockers also require several small pieces
of Tri-Wall to patch crevices where aides do not exactly

meet.

One group of boys in the Boulder class discovered
that the wood piece they had cut for.the safe roof
was five inches short, leaving a five-inch gap'. At

7r>
.



first they decided to cut all the sides down to
match this snaller piece but then changed their
ndnds. Instead, fhey designated this gap as a

doorway. (See log by Laura Lyon.)

Children working with the quarter-inch plywood face the
problem of how to nail two pieces together at a right angle.
Everytime they drive a nail into the edge of the plywoo.d, it

splits. They are about to give up when they remember a cup-
board in another classroom that had been built to hold a
teacher's excess materials. :They decide to examine.how thia
cupboard is built. Obtaining permission from the teacher,

they go to the other classroom.
The teacherls cupboard is made of quarter-inch plywood.

They notice that thicker wood (two-br-four pieces) is used
to form a frame to which the thinnerwood is nailed. They

decide that they; too, need to bake a frame from thicker
pieces of wood and return to the supply room. They obtain
several pieces of three-quarter4nch wood that is two inches
wide.

The children use the thicker wood to build their frames
by nailing four rectangular pieces together.

Two frames are made to support the locker sides, one at the
top and one at the bottom.

iop frame,

bet,"I frarne
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One group in the Boulder class ysed three -quarter-

inch blocks of wood to support their locker sides.
Four short pieces were nailed to the floor of the
safe. The sides of the safe were then nailed to
these pieces. Three-quarter-inch pieces were also
nailed to the tops of the safe's sides-. ,The safe .

roorwas then nalleTto these pieces. (See log by

Laura Lyon.)

The students Who make their lockers with the plywood use
the metal latches and hinges in the oddeand-ends box to se-
cure the locker doors. Those whose lockers are made from
Tri-Wall decide to make their awn latches and hinges after
they learn about the PegbOard'Cupboard Group's experiment
with the metal hinges. Several students copy the Pegboard
Cupboa d Group's leather hinge and clothes hanger loop latch.
Other s udents create their own.

One ly attaches his locker door with a rope hinge. Holes

are made along the locker side and along one side of the door.
The rope is then laced through the holes, and the ends are
tied together inside the locker.

For a latch the boy also uses rope. A rope loop is made on

the door and on one side of the locker. The ends of the

loops 4re tied together inside the locker. The two loops

are then padlocked together.

eckeilocX
booK

One girl makes a latch with Tri-Wall. For the clasp she
cuts a long rectangular piece, bends it in the middle and
cuts a slit in one of the halves.

a 0



The half without the slit is glued to the locker side. The

slit half of the clasp is slipped over a rope loop that is
secured to the locker door with a knot inside-the locker,
and a padlock is placed through the rope loop.

ctivil and
rote kop

clt

Girls in the Boulder class ade a latch using wire

and Tri-Wall. A rectangular piece of Tri -Wall was

cut and folded.in half, and a slit was made in one

of the halves. The unslit half was glued to the

locker side. For the lock ring, they bent a,strong
piece of wire into a horseshoe shape: The two ends

of wire were stuck through the door. The ends were

then bent and taped to the inside of the locker. To

latch the door, the slit part of the Tri -Wall piece

slipped over the metal ring. A padlock was then

" hdOked through the metal ring and locked. (See log

by Laura Lyon.)

One boy
his locker
clothespin
locker for

lator. Th

When the b
off the a
locker.

chooses to have altrglar alarm installed inside

. He gets the Alarm Group to install their
arm. A hole is drilled at the back of the
e strings that is attached to the leather insu-

clothespin switch is glued inside the door.
y wishes to get into his locker without setting
rm, he untapes,the string at the back of the

Decorations are painted or pasted onto ;he lockers before
they are placed in free spaces in the classroom. Two girls

post a warning sign on their locker door.
The three children who have been making the warning signs

ask the rest of their classmates where to post them. Some

children say to hang therd anywhere they can be seen. Others

feel that they should be strategically placed in order to

make them look important and more threatening. Such stra-

tegic places are identified and include, on the wall next to
the door, above the chalkboard in front .of the classroom,
near the classroom clock, and near the pencil sharpener and

light switql. Some of the signs are reprinted because they

,76
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appear too much like a poster with a lot of color and fancy
designs. The class feels that the signs should be simple
and plain.

JOver the course of several weeks the clasl nOtes that
personal items Erom desks and lockers are no longer missing
and that no tools are missing from the pegboard cupboard.
They surmise that their means of protection are effective.

After their alarth were put into working order and
the lockers and safes completed, the Boulder,class
noted that nothing further was missing nor t en from
their tote trays and classroom. The class feet that
their,security methods were effective. They also
agreed that everyone was 'more careful in Putting away
his or her belongings. (See log by Zaura Lyon.)

During these weeks, however, another problem arises. Be-

cause the lockers were placed wherever there were free
spaces, the room is more congested. In order to get to the
reading corner, a child must squeeze between a desk and a
locker. The workbench area has also been reduced. The

problem is raised during a class discussion, and the stu-
dents begin thinking of ways the classroom furniture can be
rearranged. ;Ater in the discussion the teacher introduces
the Classroom Design challenga.
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6. QUESTIONS TO STIMULATE FURTHER What are some of the problems you have keeping your

INVESTIGATION AND ANALYSIS pervonal things in the.classroom.or at school?

41*
How can you prevent personal things or classroom and
Design.Lab materials from being taken? .

I L5

q.

a

What security items are Yeasibie for you to design and

construct?

How much will your iteML cost, approximately? How can

you find out?

:o How can you rig your desk (classroom door, window, etc.)

so that it sets off some sort of a.sinal when it is

opened?

How long will the batteries ;est?

What kind of a signal could be heard or se n

easily?

What kind of a,signal would be good to use

short dlstances? For long distances?

How should the alarm components be affixed to the
desk (door, window; etc.) so that someone cannot

see them?

How can you fix your alarm system so that it
resets itself each-time the desic(doorr-window-,

etc.) is closed?

How can the alarm.system be turned off,during the
timeewhen you want to get into and out of your

desk?

How many times will your alarm work without being

adjusted?

What things do you wish.to store in your container?

How big should you,make it? How can you find out?

How can you build it so that iecannlit be easily

broken into?

73
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How can you make a latch and hinges that vial secure
your wooden container?...your Tri-Wall container?

Where will you put your finished,container?

How can you be sure that it will fit in the rea

that you wish?

What would be the best times to check the classroom

(affected area)?

How often should the area be checked?

oWhat is a good schedule ior making random Checks?

How can you remind others wheyt is their turn to

check the area?

What would be-a good way to warn others that security

methods are in effect?

How effective is,.each security method? How can you

find out?

How does the effeCtiveness of a security method compare

to its construction and operating costs?

How can you improve your security method?
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1. LOG ON PROTECTING PROPERTY

by Svphen Hanbon*
' Monte Vista School, "Grade A

,MoAterey, California
(Deoember 1971-May4 1972)

4

tale

;

ABSTRAET.
This fourth-grade'class worked twice a week designing

and building alarms to prevent others front entering their

classroom and taking eqvipient. The students made door, .

floor, desk, en0 window alarms. With some hints.from the
teacher, several students made window alarMs that uSed
.electromagnets as switches. There wae also an unsuccessful
attempt to adapt the window a/arn design to a geodesic dome,

,

covering their greenhouses,

The class experimented.with electric conponents, such as'
batteries, bulbs, and wire, before we discussed possible
ways to'protect our classroom. The students tried differ-.
ent circuit arrauementt and determined thpse that did and
those that did not work, e.g by lighting A bulb.

Following two days of experimentation we discussed ways
to prevent others from entering opr classroom and taking
equipment. I challenged thenLto design a burglar alarm at a
reasonable cost that would give effective warning.** Orie

student suggested that we purchase an alarm system. Hands

immediately went into the air with.offers of financial
assistance. .0ne student offered ten dollars While another
offered twenty. Before this line of thinki g got too tar,
I asked than whether it was possible for t em to build an
alarm. After some thought, my idea seeme to make sense

to,them. is

.-Several ideas were presented for poasible alarms. One

student suggested attaching a string to the classrobta door
in such a way that when the door was 6pened, a gun woufd go
off. Anothei student suggested using a.bow and arrow in

place of the gun. We decided that theSe ideas were not
feasible--"What would happee when the lalitor cgmeinW
Thb class then decided to draw their ideas of electrical
alarms on paper.

.4kft

I. .

-)
*Edited by HSMES staff
**Formerly the,Burglar Alarm challenge--ED.



The students' drawings were at first very crude and
tended to show where the buzzer or bell would be located
rather than how the system would be hooked up. They in-

cluded details after I asked them how the alarm worked.
During the next session those who had done some serious

thinking and had a detailed diagram of what they wished to
build proceeded to,the Design Lab to work. Others contin-

ued to make refinements to their drawings. The students

were encouraged to work on simple circuits first before
moving to more complicated ones.

Several students experignced difficulty making store-
bought bells and buzzers sound. One group of boys tried
sevetal cOmbinations of battery arrangements, but they
failed to make a doorbell ring. They finally succeeded
after connetting it to a large three-volt dry-cell battery.
Several other students, in an Attempt to get a buzzer to
sound, also tried many combinations of battery arrangements

, with no positive results. They finally concluded that

tlieir buzzer was faultyc; .

,One boy made a door alarm.using four batteries, a piece

of cardboard, and'a bell. The cardboard piece was placed
between'tWo:batteres to break the circuit. One end of a

piece of,atring Wasattathea to.the,cardboardithe other
end Was'attathed to,the classroom door So that when the_
door.wasopened, the.st ing became taut,4nd pulled the
dardboard piece from.be ween the batteries .(see Figure

Cl-l). : ,

Another boy.broughtlto class a:flopr. alarm that he had
oonstructed.at home.: The Circuit included-a battery hooked
io0a doorbell that was triggered by a dOorbel:1,switch. The

Whole.syatem could be turned.off or On wiih anotter iwitch:
'A person enteringthe room sTepped on a board.that pu.Shed
down the doorbell Switch, sounding thedoorbeli, Figure

showszthp.diagram of his alum.
14hen our USMES obderver.entered our room,one day, she

.was.treated to.an unplanned"stirprfste. AS.she st*Pped'on..

the boar& hear the doorway, the doorbell sounded, and
eveiypne.gave a big cheer.:for the successful alarm.
.14e.decided.thst the-elarmsAuilt do far were pretty

.good, 41p.tallted abouewaya the alerma,coufd be.impreved
a_good,a1arm2") and whether we were adequately

protect.ing our..olassrOOm ("Is the burglar going td have.a'

key p the.F1efigiocit door Or is he going to.break a Window

to enter?fl):.:',..:.:. .

The class beoametex'eseed in huilding a window alarm
when they iealized,Oat.the windows Were indeed,places.of.

entry. During aste.r:-,SchoOl hours: some of the, childten iaett.

i
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downtown to look at alarm systems. n several jewelry

stores they noticed a tape arotiiid t e windows. All they

could figure out was that when the window was broken, the
alarm went off because the tape was broken. No one could

explain why the alarm sounded when the circuit was broken.
The class puzzled over the window alarm circuit and be-

came frustrated because no ideas came to them. At this

point I introduced them to electromagnets, briefly explain-
ing what they were ',and how they worked. I asked them to

experiment with them and to perhaps use their knowledge of

electromagnets to build a window alarm.
The class was fascinated with the electromagnets they had

made by wrapping insulated wire around nails. They experi-

mented with them, such as varying the distance from thN
electromagnet to the battery (i.e., the length of the

c&Inecting wire) and noted the electramagnet's strength
each time (e.g., number of paper clips it would pick up).
Many students experimented with the number of coils of wire

around the nail to see the effect on electromagnet strength.
They found that the more turns'of wire around the nail, the
greater the magnetic force (as measured by the number of

paper clips it picked up) up to a point; after that point

the magnet was less effective.* The class also discover d

that large dry-cell batteries lasted longer than the fla -

light batteries.
Eventually, one boy thodght of a window alarm design

that\used an electromagnet to close a circuit containing a

bell. He drew his idea on the board (see Figure C1-3), and

the class critiqued it. They raised several questions about'

the alarm:

1. Can the burglar break the window without
-disturbing,the electromagnet.switch?

2. How long will the flashlight batteries opetate?

3. How many batteries will you need to hold up

the nail, thus keeping the circuit open?

4. Even when the alarm works, will the warning de-

vice be "effective"? Who will hear the bell?

*The children might draw a line graph of number of paper
clips held up vs. number of turns of wire on Ole electro-

magnet.--ED.
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The boy worked three days on his alarm, designing a
crude relay to enable the alarm to go off when the window

was broken. He finished the alarm on the foUrth day, using

tin foil across the ndow to complete the electromagnet

circuit. When the foi.I was broken (i.e., the windokwas
smashed), the electromagnet dropped a nail that subsaventr

ly made contact with a metal piece, thus completing the bell

circuit. He tried it outfin front of the entire class. It

worked!
Another boy made a similar window alarm, but replaced

the nail and the metal piece with a chain and a metal

cup. When the window was broken (i.e., aluminum-foil strip
broken), the electromagnet released the chain. The chain,

which was connected to a bell with a.piece of wire, dropped

into an aluminum cup that was connected to several batter-

ies. This action completed the second circuit, making the

bell sound.
electromagnet;_.

cham-

metal
cup

yk\
batteeleS".

Wiel(A0U)

alu,re'1 enure%

Cod st-rip

Two girls accidently designed an alarm system based on

a short circuit. The alarm bell,would ring only when two

metal pieces were separated. Although the alarm warked,

they soon discovered that the short circuit quickly drained

the batteries. To overcome this problem, they decided that

a switch should be Put in the short'cirtuit wire. This

switCh would be closed onlY for a short period each day

when it was important for the alarm to work, thereby con-

serving the batteries the rest of the day:
Several events that occurred in the school prompted the

class to search for new types of alarms. The events in-

cluded the following:

1. The art teacher had somg materials taken from

one of her cupboards. I asked the ciass

whether they could design an alarm for her.
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2. Several students had complained that their
electrical supplies were missing from their

desks. I iuggested.that they build a desk '

alarm.

3. The greenhouse had been broken into (the geo-
desic dome was broken). 'Plants were over-

turned and some were destroyed. I

The'class enthusiastically broke. into groups, each one 1

working on the problem thaeinterested him/her.
We talked about possible designs for a drawer or cup-

board alarm. ;c1neone suggested using a clothespin for a

switch by putting tacks inside each clothespin jaw'and
using a piece of cardboard or paper to insulate between

these two c9ntact points. Two boys proceeded to use this

idea in the4 design ot a cupboard alarm (see Figure C1-4)

in which the opening of the cupboard door caused the in-

. sulator piece to be yanked from between th* clothespin jaws,_

completing the circuit.
Students tackling the geodesic dor4) problem decided that

the window alarm design with the electromagnet Could be al-'

tered to protect the greenhouse. They suggested plcling one4

big strip of aluminum foil around the inside of.the
Seveial questions arose during their discussion.

1. How far is it around the dome on the inside?

2. How much aluminum foil do we need?

3. Will the electromagnet work with so much foil

between it and the-battery?

The following day one boy connected a thirty-foot strip
of aluminum foil to his electromagnet Citcuit.1 He dis-
covered'that both the one-and-one-half-volt dry-cell battery
and the three-volt dry-cell kftttery did not send enough
current through the thirty feet of foil to make the electro-

magnet work. ,Some students suggested adding more batteries

to the circuit to generate more current. Other students

wondered how long the current would lat, even if they

could make the circuit work. They guessed that a dry-cell
battery would generate a current for as long as one week.

Bue to the shortage of dry-cell batteries, however, the
class was unable to test this assumptionr.

Because the students seemed stymied with the problem of

adapting their window alarm to the geodesic dome, I put two

6
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diagrams on the board and asked them what would happen to
the lights in each of the two,circuits. Some girls experi-
mented and found circuit B lit both bulbs eqdally bright
and twice as bright (approximately) as circuit A. I asked
the class if there was any way to use this information to
solve our problem with the geodesic dome.

CIrCvsi A
CirC.1.4.tt 1?1,

The students pondered the geodesic dome problem for
several days and eventually gave up in despair. They
agreed that, in addition to the.aluminum foil and electro-
magnet problem, there were many other plaCes in the window
alarm design that could cause trouble. THey guessed that
the number of breakdowns would increase considerably if
they adapted the alarm design to the geodesic dome.*

While testing alarms, the students discovered that many
alarms -failed because of poorly connected wires, loose
batteries, or broken switches. In many cases the batteries
were attached to a piece of wood with wooden braces nr
tape. To secure the batter battery holders were made

, from strips of tin. Wires e soldered.
A circuit tester was fi to diagnose faulty circuits.

Two wire leads were condtcted to a #41 light bulb. By
touching various 'contact points with the wirt leads, the
students could determine places in the circuit where elec-

. tricity -was not getting through.

s---towe Wads

By spring many, students' enthusiasm had waned. However,
those who i:rere still interested in the alarms continued to
implement and repair them.

*Older students might investigate different materi
various circuits that would reduce the resistance of the
.foil circuit. They could also design a more sehsitive
electromagnet.--Eb:

A.



2. LOG ON PROTECTING PROPERTY
0

by Laura Lyon*
Reatherwood School, Grade 5
Boulder, Coloiado
(October...1975-February 1976)

ABSTRACT
After having several students report to hex about missing

persbnal items, this fifth-grade teache.9,deci d to dis.cuss

the problem,with her class. During thb.discus ion'it became
evident to all that not only were items missing frequently
but practically everYone was affected. The class identi-
fied four problems (ransacked tote trays, stolen-lunch boxes,
stolen lunches, ahd smashed lunches) in which protection:
seemed needed and then made a long list of ways to solve
the problems. A meke was taken to decide which'pToblem to,p-
tackle first and to choose a protection device Or container
on which to work. The students chose to make lockers,
alarms, safes, and lids to cover the tote triys. .kor five .
weeks_the class worked in the Design Lab. Ming this time
the frequency of USBES sessions increased frombne.and a
haif times per week to three times per week. In order to
place the finished lockers and safes in the classroom, some
of the desks and tables were rearranged. The students were
very satisfied with*their ways of protecting their belong--
ings.

Since the beginning of school several students had come
to me to report personal items missing from their tote trays
or luhch boxes. (The studqts at Heatherwood have tote
tra§s in which to itore theii%books, papers, and personal
items. The trays are portabl , but most-students leave them
in their homeroom when they attend classes in other areas
of the building.) After one such report I decided to dis-

21
cuss these incidents w th the.class. - .

I opened the class iscussion by telling 'them about my
concern for the incidents of missing items. Apparently this
was a very common experience because the sttidents immedi-
ately began telling about all the personal items that had
been lost, misplaced, or taken by someone. Missing items

included such things as scissors, erasers, pencils, books,
mittens, lunch boxes, food in the lunch bcnses,'an4 Chap-
Stick tubes. Also brought out in the discussion was the,

*Edited by USMES seiff
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fact that many times lunches were folind smashed. We con-
cluded that protection of personal property was a real prob-
lem, and we proceeded to discuss ways to resolve it.

A lively discussion ensued on possible ways to secure
their property.to avoi5VTurther misOlacement or stealing.
Suggestions included

1, buy a safe
2. b< lockers

;--- 3. write your name on things with permanent ink
4. scrape paint off a pencil and write your name

on it
5. put sticker tape on everything
6. take everything with you in a zippez bag
7. mark everything with paint
8. .put locks on boxes
9. install burglar alarms

10. put your tote,tray away
11. makea class can for glue, pencils, scissqs,

etc.

1'1.2. bring your lunch box in before lunch recehs
13. bring your lunch in a sackrather than albox
14. have a guard in the room during recess

, 15. keep your tote tray in the tote tray rack 411
day.

16. get a lock for your lunch box

The first two suggestions prompted several to ask where
we would get the money po buy them, and sodeone suggested
holding abake sale. ,NO one liked the zipper,bag idea be-
cause "Who wants to ,cerry bags around all day?" The twelfth
suggestion prompted:me to remind them of tge school rule
that no one was allowed in thejirea during recess. They
modified this suggestion by haAng one person count all the
lunch boxes. If all 'were present, this one person would
bring them all in:"

We looked at the long list and decided,that our protec-
tion problem concerned four things--tote trays, 4.unch boxes,
and dissing or smashed lunches. I asked them which problem
they wished to tackle. Several etudents felt that the lun
boxes and the food.wete Very important. But one girl o
jected because she wondered why sOmeone would want a tolen
lunch box. "What can you do with it hut look at it at home?"

Two girls insisted that the food problem was im ortant.
One girl claimed that several times she'had to bu a hot
lunch because her lunch had been taken. Because the 'class

*
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was,divided, one boy suggested that we vote. The four prob-
leans were listed 9n the board: /

1. tote trays
2AsMashed lunches
3. ,missing lunch boxes
4.' missing food

I

flaAX The children then listed various .ways to tackle one or ali

"j341. of the problems:

1.

Ite

Get Into groups, ea ch group solving one problem.
2. Solve all the problems as a class one at a time.
3. Individuals or groups solve their own problems.

The class voted to solve all the problems one at a time as
a class beginning 1th the tote tray probleM.

We then return to our original list of ways to secure
our property. E6r each way-we considered its pros and cons.
Figure C2-1 shows one student's list of pros and cons for
each security method. To narrow the choices, I had each
student list the three security methods that he or'she
thought would work best. As one boy read these lists aloud
to the class, another boy tallied,the methods on the board.
The whole class intently watched the tallying; many kept
their awn tally on paper. Figure C2-2 shows the tally re-
sults.

We looked at the results and decided to eliminate those
security methods that received fewer than three votes. An-

other vote was taken and the following means of protection
were chosen by the class:

At'A tti At rt1l4
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Number of Students

1. Make lockers
2. Make safes

3. Make burglar alarms
4. Make plastic lids to cover the

tote trays .-N\
5. Share tote trays, using one to

hold personal items and the othei
to hold lunch boxes; make covers
for the trays

2

3

5

7

11

2
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The class broke into five groups to work on these methods
I afked each group to draw theiriplans on paper aud to com-,

pile a list of needed materials. The groups worked for the
rest of this session and handed completed plans to me.

Later, as I looked at theii,sketches and lists, I noticed
that no details were provided. For example; there were no
dimensions indicated on the designs, and thelist of meter
rials did not specify size or amount needed. I raised this

point wl;en we next met. I explained that plywood was sold
by sh'ets, Plexiglas was sold by the square foot, that
hinges were of)different sizes, and that there were many
sizes and sty1es of locks, buzzers, bells, and batteries.
We discussed the importance of drawing accurate pictures to
help with building the'item and to estimatets total cost.
To determine cost of materials, rreferred t,em to a J.C.

Penne)-t catalog. I also bold them.that they eould use the

telephone if theY wanted to call stores. I returned the
sketches and lists, and the groups proceeded to rework their

plans.
The next day'I gave a skill session on scale drawing. I

used the example of a map scale, explaining that one inch oh
therap actually represented one mile. The class easily
understood' the session and proceeded to draw their designs

to scale. Figure C2-3 shows one group's sc le drawing of
their safe.

To determine the total amount of materia s andooney
needed iou-the class projects, we compiled a master list on
the board% 'The first groin) gave the dimensions of their

safe (four 5' x 2 sides and four.21 x 2' pieoes for' the

top, bottom, and two shelves), the amount of.plywood needed
(56 sq, ft.), and the total cost ($12.32): The class was

astounded by the cost. "We don't,have that much money!"
When all groups had reported; we determined that the total
cost of the materials was about $40.0

When we discussed the money issue, I reminded them that
the Design Lab had some materials wi h which they could at
least start their projects. The di cussion then focused on
how to raise money to replenish th se piaterials. A felk

students felt that everyone shoul do Tate fifty cents.

boy felt that fifty cents was to. little, tAt one dollar
per person w6uld be better. MA in the class, however,

objected to bringing money. Sotue commented that their group

would not need much money for heir materials, and, there-

fore, if they donated money, ey would be paying for some-
one else's project., Several students then asked why they
could not have a bake sale. Others volupteered to bring
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Figure C2-3.

materials from home. Thia last idealwas well received/and

was seen as being the most feasible. We decided that we

would start the projects using the Design Lab materiafs and
materials brought from home and would worry about raising

money later if this was at all necessary.
For the next five weeks the class,workeditn the Design

Lab constructing their lockers, safes, lids, and alarms.
The group making the Plexiglas lid for the tray rdn into

Itheir.first problem when they began cutting the Plexiglas
'with the saber saw; the Plexiglas began to melt due to the

heat produced-by the blade. The problem was resolve&by

switching to a handsaw.'.
To attach the lid to the tray, the group wanted to use

the metal hinges that were available, but because of the
curved tray edge, the hinges could not be attached. The

group also noted that.the pin connecting the hinge could

easily be,pulled out. They decided to use tape. I asked

them whether tape was a goodVay to secure their tray. One

girl felt that the tape would provide adequate protection
because by the time someone got the tape off, they would be

spotted by someone else. The other members accepted.the
tape solution because they claimed'they could not think of

anything else. I told them that I had great faith in their
ability to think of a clever idea.

Five minutes later they enitedly called me back to tell
me'that they had figured out 4 way to attach the lid. They

would saw the 1.11 in half and glue one half to the tote

tray. Hinges would then be"attached to the two lid pieces

so that the second half lifted: The lid appeared as follows.

hinvs
31usci part oc tid
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The shape of the tote tray again caused problems when the

group was ready to install a latch. The curved edge pre-

vented the two latch components from gefting close enough to.

latch. They decided that they needed to buy a larger latch.
Since other students had 4lready made lataes for their
safes" and lockers, I sugg sted that they coUld perhaps do

the same. I

The group spent severa. days figuring out a latch design

that would secure their d to.the tote tray. 'Instead of

trying to attach a metalf lock ring to the tray, they decided

,,`")9
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to make.a wooden hook, consisting of a long nail driven into

a piece of wood. The piece of wood was then glued with

Elmer's Glue to the inside of the tray front.
4

tote froot

They soon discovered atilt the glue was not tactrong enough.

,They.then u4pd hot glue and C-clamped the wooden piece to

the tray. The glue set all night, and when the C-clamp was

removed the wooden lock ring remained tightly faetened tb
the tray.

In order toipadlock the lid to the wooden lock ring, a
hole and a small slot had to be made in the Plexiglas to
allow for the padlock itself.

-
pleslba s

-Pie yo91as hcl

- slot on Plextslas

- pad lock

When this was done, the latched lid appeared as follows:

Later, thelid tderwent a minOr change. The padlock was

too heavy for the lid; the lid's front edge slanted into

the tray. The problem was resolved by moving the entire lid
forward a little so thaot the 'padlock's weight was supported

in part by the tray edge.
One group of boys who had installed an alarm in a totle

tray expressed their concerq to me that the Slam went 'off

when they tried to get into the tote tray.. I asked them

whethex tiowy could make something like a light switch to

turn the alarm off and,pn. One group member seemed'confused,
but another member quickly giasped What I meant and began ex-

plaining open and closed circuits to his group. Leaving the

grottp, I left behT metal strips pd a clothespin.

Loh
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A week later the group completed an alarm that satisfied
them. The alarm was set up so that when the tote t;iy was
pulled out of the t.ray rack, the buzzer sounded. A clothes-
pin was used as a bwitch.. Metal pieces were glued.to each'
inner jaw. Wires leading to the byazzer and.battery were

attached to the metal pieces inside the clothespin jaws.
When the clothespin jaws were closed, the metal pieces, came
in contact, completing the electric circuit and sounding the
buzzer.

rnpseetct

cloThespin

In order to keep the two jaws separated, the group inserted
a piece of cardbpard between the metal pieces in the clothes-
pin jaws. The piece of cardboard was taped to the back of
the tray rack, and the clothespin then hung vertically in
the (tote tray. One end of a piece of string was tied to the
clothespin; the other end was taped to the front or,the tote
tray. When the tray was pulled out, the string became taut,
making the clothespin move from its vertical,position to a
horizontal position. Further pulling of the tra eventually
pulled the cardboard piece from between the clothespin jaws,
making the two metal pieces come in contact, thereby complet-
ing the'circuit and setting off the buzzer. .

bvi33er

beComes
taut when

.s pulled
out

tapt
- insulator

- - clothesptn
with nietal
Strips ort*c.
inside 0?
Clot4lesp.

battery
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After drawing a plan, two girls constructed,a Tri-Wall
locker. They measured and cut the Tri-Wall pieces--four
,sides (one

.

side being the door), a top, and a bottom.
Instead of taking a frame for their structure, they glued
three sides at right angles to the top and bottom pieces.
They also made shelvTs to store. their small belongings.

To give the shelves more support, they Cut slots into the
sides of the locker. When they had installed the shelves,
they tested their strength by weighting them with two coffee
cans filled with nails, two hammers, and a power saw. The

shelves held, but as a precaution the sirls also put glue
in the slot crevices. 0

To install the door, they dectded to buy large metal
hinges; but they soon changed their minds when they exam-
ined the mqtal hinges on another girl's Tri-Wall locker and
noted that the arrangement looked pretty flimsy ana that the
door did not open fully. They were at a loss as to what to
do and came eo me for ideas. I shared with them the idea
of a Tri-Wall hinge that I myself had learned about at 4-hee
USMES summer workshop. I explained to them that the hinge
was made from Tri-Wall cut-in the following shape:8.--3 .

The centu part was wrapped with masking tape to allow for
flexibirity. The two ends were glued to the side and to
the door.

416.

I.

The girls liked this type of hinge and made three.
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After putting the three hinges on their locker, they be-
came concerned that 'someone could cut the hinges to break

in. But tbey then reasoned that someone else would see any-
one doing that. They decided that although their locker
was not totally secure, it was more pecure than the tote
tray they,were presently using. They added-two more such

hinges because the door was a little loose when they opened
it.

Before a latch could be put on the lockey, the door had
'to be cut down, for it was wider than the door opening.
They left a small section sticking out to act as a door
handle.

The latch that they chose Coimake was devised by another
girl who willingly showed them how she had made hers. A ten-
inch long by two-inch wiade Tri-Wall strip was cut and folded
in half. A two-inch long slit was made in one of the halves
as follows.

C==7

For7the-lock ring they bent a strong piece of wire into
a horseshoe shape. The two ends of wire were stuck through

the door. The ends were then bent so that they were flat
with the door surface. Tape secured 'Nye ends. One end of
the ten-inch Tri-Wall strip (without the slit) was glued to
the locker side. The slit half of the strip was then slipped
over the lock ring, and a padlock secured the locker door;
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One group's plans were changltpen they compared their
plan (a four-fd-ot tall locker)S the availdble wood, In-

stead, they decided to make a ,Small safe. They cut all the

pieces for their safe from quarter-inch plywood. They then

tried to nail two pieces together at a right angle,.a task
they soon found impossible. I explained to them the purpose
of a frame made fram thicker pieces of wood (such as three-
quarter-inch thick wood), that such a frame provided strength
to the overall container and made it easier to nail,the pan7
els together.

Rather than making a frame per se, they proceeded to cut
four short pieces of three-quarter-inth,Wood. These pieces

were nailed to the floor of the safAitc.shown
-0

2A wood_ _
pMCC

The sides of the safe were then nailed ta the three-quarter-'
inch pieces of wood. When they went to put on the safe top,
they became confused because they had not put any three-
quarter-inch pieces at the top of the safe's sides. When
they returned to me, I explained that a frame was needed
wherever they wanted to nail panels together. They then
nailed two three-quarter-inch pieces of wbod to each of the
upper safe sides as &own below.

y:Luooct .
piece

34" ood _
piece.
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' When the safe was completed except for the ingtallation
of the door, the group made a small drawer in which
to put their pens and pencils. They also made a box in
which to store extra lunch money tn case they forgot co
bring their money one day. The two containers rested!upon
a shelf which was supported by small blocks of wood glued
to the sides.of the safe just beneath the shelf and, a single
piece of woo6 -61tending from the shelf center to the safe
floor.

As the groups began assembling their lockers and safes,
problems of inaccurate Measuring and cutt#g became evident.
One girl who had made a small Tri-Wall safeefor herself dis-
Gpvered, while gluing the sides together, thact one side was
about three inches shorter than the other sides.* She was
upset because she didn't know how to fill in the resulting
gap. One boy, notin,g her'problem, helped her to cut a piece
of Tri-Wall the size of the gap. The piece was then glued
in. ,

One group discovered bklat the top panel of their safe Was
five inches shorter than the side panels, leaving a five-
inch gap. At first they decIded to cut all the sides down
to match this .pailer piece but-then changed their minds.
They designated the gap as a doorway. A piece of wood the
size of the gap was cut. Metal hinges were put on the two
pieces sqLthat the front panel lifted up, and a metal latch
and a padlock were used to secure the safe. The safe then
appeared as shown below.

_ _
open, es5

C.

Another group discovered, upon gluing the lid on their
safe, that there were one-inch gaps between the lid and the
safe sides on both sides of the lid. They covered these
gaps by gluing strips of Tri-Wall to the lid:

As the class worked in the Design Lab I noted that they
quickly became comfortable working with the Design Lab tools.
Most of them didn't hesitate a moment to use either the hand
or power tools.

I also noticed a community spirit that the students de-
veloped. If someone needed assistance, such as"having a

,
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board held or needing a new idea, most of the students will-
ingly put aside their work to assist.

When the lockers and safes were completed, the students
painted them. Sone students encountered a little difficulty
with this task. One boy wanted to paint an American flag on
his safe but could not figure out an easy way to paint the
atripes straight. I suggested that he use a ruler to mark
off equal lengths at the top and at the bottom of a panel, /

Starting at ,the same edge. When he connected a top mark to
a bottom mark, he drew a straight line.

Another student complained that the paint he was using
kept being soaked up by the wood. I suggested that he pour
out some of the water and add more paint poWder. He did
this and corrected the problem.

Tesummaiize their last few Wbeks of work in the lab, I
asked each group to write down the prAlems they had had
with their constructions and their solutions, Figure C2-4
shows one group's write-up.

The problem of where to put the lockers.and safes arose
naturally as groups completed their containers and began
moving them from the Design Lab to our room. One group,
whose locker was particularly large, put ip in the open area
bgtween the fifth and fourth grades. Five minutes later
,they discovered that.someone had poked a hole in the side .

facing the fourth grade. The group moved the locker to abut
the sixth-grade open area, assuming that sLith graders were
more responsible and mature and would not write on it or
poke holes in it.

For other lockers and s-ales the Class recommended the
area between the tote tray racks. They alboxecommended
stacking the smaller containers on,top of the larger ones
to save space. All agreed with both of these ideas until
one boy pointed out that the safes and the lockers'would be
too close to the tote trays, preventing easy access. The

students examined this situation and decided that the cause
of this inaccessibility was not the safes and lockers but
the desks and tables, which were too close to the tote tray
racks.

The discussion then focused on ways to rearrange the
desks and tables in the classroom. Several students' room .

rearrangement plans were diagrammed on the board for con-'
sideration by the class. I,noticed that some of the students
did not have a concept of the propoqion of table size to
floor space, and I asked these studefits how they could prove
that their plan would work. One girl said that they needed
to measure.

1 1
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After measuring desks, tables, and floor space, they
eliminated severhl plans for lack of space. Eventually we
arrived at a plan that was popular with the class and also
met my rule that everyone had to Ise able to see the board
from theie-seat.t ,

f,

Spaces designated fOr the lockers and safes were measured,
and.those containers that fit within a particular area were
placed accoirdingly. The smaller safes'were put on top of
the larger ones to conserve space.

The students felt quite confident that their safes, lock-
ers, tote tray lids, and ilarms would adequately protect
their belongings.

Several weeks later We noted that nothing had been re-
ported lost or taken. The students felt that this situation
could be attributed to their ecurity methods and to the
fact that everyone was more careful in puttinp away their
belongings. ,

i
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3. MINI7LOG ON PROTECTING PROPERTY
.Figar Alarm Design

.

by Charles Donahoe*
gearborm SchoOl, Grade 4

Boston, MagSechusetts
(November 1971-June 1972)
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ABSTRACT tk,

This group of six fourth-grade boys desjgned and con-
structed a floor alarm for the Design Lab in response to

th4 problem of mdssing lab materials. The a2arm was de-

signed so that when someone stepped on a Tri -Wall doormat

inside tpe lab door, 'two metal pdeces came in coitact with

each ot r, completing the circuit and making a light go on

in theizt classrdom across the hall. After the alarm ;11as

finished, the group spent considerable time diagnosing and

correcting short circuits. Eventpally an improved floors

alarm was mady, but this too was found to have problens.
,
The school year ended before they were able to make further

improvements to their alarm.

A Protecting Prokerty problem emerged in.the.Design Lab

several weeks after.school began. Materials were being

taken from the lab when I was n another part of the build-
ing, :This situation also occurred on the day when.I was

notrat the school. Many teacher's used the Design Lab for
nomIUSMES Eictivities and would freltiently close the lab door

when leaving but would forget tp lock it.

tI discussed din problemmifh asroup of six boys wht, had

been working in ther'Design.Lab sAce the beginning of school

on electric citbuits and burglar alarms.** Because they had

just built simple switches; I felet that they would be able

tO help me solve the Design Lab prablem. .

After we had examined and discussed each boy's switch, I
asked them'if they could think of any way to make an alarm

using a witch. (This waa-Aot the first tAe I had talked

*Edited by USMES Staff

**The unit challenge at that time wad; "Haw can you design
and build at reasonable coat a burglar alarm which would

give eifective warnlng?" Since then the challenge has
been broadened.to incl4de other means of protecting prop-
erty, such as lockers or safes, advertisements apouncing
the fact that alarms are in operation, and randOethecks

by people,--ED.
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to the.members of the group about making an alarm with a

switch. I had discussed this with each boy 1.1clividually

and had told them to think about this posslibility.) Two

boys said "yes" but then could not tell us a plan. We .1
looked at some of the switches again, and I asked them what -

they had to do to maWe the swiech work. One boy replied,

"Push the switch down so that the two parts make a contact."

: As this observation still produced no ideas, I asked further

questions..
."Can we expect someone to push the alarm down for us if

they enter the, room?"

"No!"
"How can we set the switch so that the burglar will help

as out?"
(No response.)
"What other parts of your body might set off the alarm?"

"Your foot?"
At this suggestion rapids began to work. One boy picked

up someone else's switch, put it on th-e-floor, and stepped

on it. It was crushed beyond simple repair and there was

. almost a fight. I quickly commented that perhaps we needed

'a different kind of a switch.
The discussion then returned.to the way switches worked,

that when the above switch had been stepped on (and broken)

a complete circuit was masde. AB We talked, a ned possible

dliension'for the alarm design was introduced when one boy

suggested using "a board or something." Someone immediately

got a board and placed it on top of a switch. Everyone was

Skeptical.
gie board and switch thenremin4ed me about something

that had happened to me a few days before when'I had gone

tO a storg.to get some leather Acraps for the.lab. I told

the group that when I started to walk down the steirs into

the shop a belOhad suddenly gone off.
One boy quickly commented that it was an alarm. "When

you hit the board itelade the switch come together, and the

bell went off." Someone then suggested that the group could

make a smaller switch. r

The boys proceeded to think of a suitable alarm design.
One boy reminded the group that if the board were on the
flour (on top.of the switch) all the time, the switch would

be on all if the time. The group thought about this for a

few minutes until someone auggested Using wooden blocks to

raise the board off the floor. Before the group could really

consider this iniggestion, bne boy, who had been sitting

quietly, blurted out, "How about springs?" It took but a
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few seconds for everyone to agree that this idea was a work-

able 'solution.
The students found some springs in the closet and gliled

one spring to each corner of a piece of Tri-Wall. When the

hot glue had dried, they tested the springs by stepping on

the Tri-Wall piece. The plan worked!
The group next had to decide where to place the switch.

TWo solutions were presented: One was to.place the entire

switch on the floor. The second solution was to put one

part of the switch on the floor and the other part-on,the

underside of the Tri-Wall piece. The second idea was chosen

because the boy who offered it was the leader.
Metal strips were then cut from a coffee can. One strip

was taped to the Tri-Wall, ana.another piece was tacked to

the floor. Fahnestock clips were taped to each end of each

metal strip to hold the wires leading to the battery and

bulb. When the system was ,completed, it looked like the

following diagram.

Fahnesh,cxclp
((Alt /et

--5pr.n5
-

, I
1

1
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i-o.c.kect f loor

There were many puzzled expressions when we looked at

the connected alarm: the light was constantly on. I asked

several of the group membeis to trace the circuit for me.
When they did this, the group realized that the circuit was

complete. One boy said that the circuit needed to be cut.
With that recommendation the metal strip under the Tri-Wall
piece was cut in half as Shown on the following page.

1 I



The alarm wad'pup. into working positibn, and one of the

boys stepped on it. Success! Although they. weren't sure

why it worked, everyone was really, happy.'
A further modification Of the metal strips was made when

one boy suggested that there was no need for the metal piece

on the floor. Itkras decided to modify ehe strip under the

Tri-Wall and to eliminate the piece On the floor.. The alarm

then appeared as follows.

SPIn

AgaSti*ONArtAX1S
tut' proi Mir honed

....-

We then discussed where the light should be placed. Since

the problem was to identify whether anyone was in the lab

when 1 was not present, the group decided that the light

hould be-placed in their classroom, whidh was across the

hall from the Design Lab. One boy suggested that they, use a

dark, varnished wire so that it would be less visible in the

hallway. Everyone agreed that this was a good idea and ex-

cifedly loolced foYward to the text session.

1 1
.A.
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To decide which path the wire should take from-the Design -

Lab to their classroom, we went into the hallway to look.

Some of the boys wanted to run the wire straight across the
hall, while others felt that it would,be better if the wire

followed the wall,for a short distance before crossing over.
Finally the group Igreed that with the latter idea the wire
was less noticeable.., Three members volunteered to string

_

the wire.
While these three boys worked on the wir,ing, tWo other

members worked on the problem of securin.g Ihe parts Of their

alarm. I aeked them how they were going to secure the alarm.
One boy suggested msing hot glue, then changed his mind to
staples, and finally decided to tape the switch to the floor.
He got some masking tape, took the piece of Tri-Wall with
the switch attached, placed it on the floor, and proceeded

to push the Tri-Wall piece down as tight as possible against

the floor, not realizing that he had pushed the two metal

strips together. My aeking him what he was doing quickly

drew his partner's attention.
"Hey, don't do that."

.

"Whyr
"How's, that gonna work? Why do you think we put the

springs on there for?"
The other boy finally saw the problem and took the tape

off. He then retaped the Tri-Wall piece so that it was not

held tightly to the floor. '

In the hallway the three boys,stapled the wire to the

hall baseboard. This was a slow and difficult task because

the wires kept slipping kefore being stapled. In well-trod

areas, such as a doorway 'that divided the hallway, the boys

discovered that the staples did not.hold the wire securel ,

and they used tape instead.
When all the necesdary work--sanding.she ends of the w re,

making connections, hooking up the batErry and the light n ,

the classroom--was completed, they cheered when the light

went on in,the classroom. Someone asked, "Who's stepping

on the. alarm?" A check in the Design Lab showed no one

standing,aa the.Tri-Wall piece,. There were many plitzled

expressions.
.

We proceeded to diagnose the problem. One boy 'pushed

down on the Tri-Wall; the light stayed on. They looked

under the Tri-Wall to see whether the switch connections
Iwere making a permanent contact'. They were not. One boy

pulled the metal striPs in the switch further apart, but the

light remained on. Exasperated, they came to me and asked

me why the alarm was not workirig as it should.

r
A.
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I told them to look over the.whole alarm to see if they

could figure out the problem. The switch, the wire in the

.hall, the batteries, and the.light in. the classroom were all

thoroughly checked. One boy finally declared that the bat-

teries were connected wrong. "That's the only thing that

could be wrong." The wires on the batteries were switched

and the light went out.

Ei4dter y

posi hoivs

before the

-

Battery
posi-tiohs
Ogter ttne
cha^3e-

One boy quickly ran to the lab to step on the Tri-Wall.
When he did, the light did not go on. (I think the boys ,

knew that this arrangement of the batteries would not work
because, when the light did not go on,'they quickly rtturned
the batteries to the original arrangement without my telling
them to-do so.)

r- Because they'werie. out of idets as to why their alarm was

not working the Way It was suptsed to, Vuggested that we
return to the Design Lab tomkk further out the problem.

On-tha_board I dtew a diagram of their alarm and asked one

of the t-oys trace the path of the current. Heldid this

using arrows.

in Desin Lab

In
Classroom

We looked at the completed diagram and agyeed ttat,there

whs a complete circuit present. I then as d them whether

this diagram represented what the aliim r ally looked like.

.

At first everyone said that it was exally the same. I

th
.

asked em to go back Out to the hall a d to look again.
They did this,, and two boys remarked that "the wires were

11,9
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all twisted together." I drew another.diagram of their
alarm inclAting the twisted wires:

DesT,L,:a, door in kalltxrav

Classroom

bulb

We looked at this seconA diagram, but no one made any com-

.ments. (I was hoping that someone would recall an earlier
experiment that we had 'clone on short circuits.) I then

asked two of them to connect together a batiery, two pieces
of bare wire and a bulb in a holder. They did so as shown
in the sketch below.

fib

I then asked one boy to cross the wires to see what would
happen. When the wires were crossed and the light went out,

the group'was surprised. I drew a diagram of what had just ,

occurred and again asked someone to indicate the flow of
current, again using arrows.

.An argument ensued over which way the current went. One

boy felt the circuit was still'able to light the bulb. Two

others argued against this idea, stating that,the light did
not go on, and therefore the current must have gone back to
the battery.kI asked them to feel the wires in different'



locations on the circuit.. All agreed that the wires were

hot between the two ends 'of the battery but not between the

two ends of the bulb holder..
We then returned to the original diagram of our alarm

system with the twisted wires. One boy claimed that they,

had not used bare wire, but another admistted seeing places
along the wire there the toating had worn off. We decided

to recheck the wire.
Everyone checked the wire and found numerous places where

the coating had been accidently scraped off. I then asked

everyone to look at the diagram again and to explain what

had happened. I picked a place on the diagram where the
wires were crossed and asked them to indicate with arrows
what had occurred. One boy volunteered and diew the fol- -

lowing current path.

InDom ntA6 door in Vlatlunly

In
aassroorn

bulb

6a0cncr

The group quickly returned to the hallway and proceeded
i

to separate the wire. After they separated and jiggled the

wire a little, the light Vent off. They then took turns

stepping on the Tri-Wall mat and watching the light go on

, and off.
The group was quite proud of their alarm system. For the

entire system they had used the following materials: .

an 8" x 12" piece pf Tri-Wall 4any size could have

been used) .1

four small springs .

two metal strips (4" long) cut from coffee cans

two Fahnestock clips
two batteries 4

one light bulb and holder
#22 plastic insulated wire
#26 varnisheeelectrical wire

For the next several weeks te alarm wires had to be

repeatedly untangled. As soon as they thought the wires had

1.

A

r
1r1

e
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been straightened out, someone,would accidently his. them
and they would have another short circuit. During those
times whpn the-alarm was operating, I asked the group to use
the floc+ alarm to count the number df people who entered
and left the Design Lab during a day ana a week. ,They were..
very interested in finding out this information and were '

very disappointedwhen the alarm was not working.
Eventually the floor alarm underwent some improvements

by the original group of six boys, plus a few newly inter-
ested students. We discussed the old alarm, how it worked
and the faults it had. Some of their suggestions for in--
proving the system included--

1. do away with the varnished wire, use plastic
insulated wire

2. 'reroute the path that the wire followed.in the
hallway

3. replace the Tri-Wall piece with plywood

4. replace the light bulb with a buzzer or bell

The second suggestion was quickly eliminated when they talked
about other possible routes and could not arrive at a better
one.

The process of experimenting with different materials for
pie improved alarm took several weeks because our session
time was cutto twenty.minutes due to scheduling problems.
But this situation did not seem to bother the students at
all, and they eagerly worked on improving the floor alarm.

The improved alarm was basidallythe same esign. The

Tri-Wall piece was replaced-by a larger pie of plywood.

To concearit, they placed a thin rug on t p of the wood.
Because the wire in,the hall had caused s much trouble,
they dismantled it and shortened the rcuit. Plastic in-
sulated wire replaced the varnished wire. The light bulb
was replaced by a bell. This design proved to be more sturdy
and worked every time someone entered and left the Design
Lab.

As time passed, theegroup noticed that students could
still get into.the lab without sounding the alarm! A stu-
dent either reached in and disconnected the system or jumped 4
over the Plywood aoormat. Because school was soon ping to
be out for the year, they were unable to make further im-

. provements in their floor alarm.

1 00
44.
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4. MINI-LOG ON PROTECTING PROPERTY
Protection of a Display Case

by John Limon*
Heatherwood School], Grade 6
Boulder, Colorado
(September 1974-February 1975).

a

ABSTRACT
This qrup of sixth graders worked on the problem of

proeecting their school store from vandalism. They iirst
installed a padlock on the school store display case to
protect suppdies that were for sale during certain hours of
the day. Further protection was then provided by the place-
ment of a wooden rod inside the case that prevented the
other sliding door from being opened, After toying with
the idea of designing and installing an,alarm, they de-
-cided that their security methods were adequate. This

proved to be true when an attempt later in_the year to get
into the case was unsuccessful.

Wishing to reopen.a school store that had been in:opera-
tion the previous year, the class worked hard raising money
to buy school supplies to sell to the students. When funds
had been raiSed and the supplies purchased, the problem of
protecting them arose. The supplies were kept in a glass
display case which-had been purchased with the waits of
the previous school store from a local grocery siore that
was cloehg its bakery department. Several students volun-
teered to investigate ways to protect the supplies in the
case.

1.or immediate protection the _g?oup decided to install a
padlock. They mounted the padlock so that when it was
closed, it covered the screws fastening it to the door
frame. (The screws had to be hidden because they felt that
someone could break in easily by removing the screws.)
They also placed a long wooden rod inside the case to jam
the other sliding door against the side of the case, pre-
venting it from being opened.

After the above security methods were installed, the
group debated whether a burglar alarm was also needed, and
they discussed various types of alarms. Some of their ideas
were elaborate, such as installing a pinball machine tilt
switch that would set off a bell if the display xase were
jarred or Moved. Another suggestion 14as to set up a light
beam system similar to those found in museums. In the end,

*Edited by USMES staff 1 4
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they r examined their protection methods on the case and

decided that they were sufficiently foolproof.
Their security methods were put to a real test in late

February. One of the students rushed intm class and ex-
citedly told that someone had broken into the school store

the previous evening. He related that during the bisketball

game some third and fifth graders had been seen looking

through the display case. Naturally, the news was a big

shock to all of us; we couldn't believe that the locking
system we had devised had been breached.. AB we questioned
the boy, we learned that most of his story was hearsay.. I
later talked with the two boys who had been identified, and,
it turned out thatolthough they had tried to open the
store case, the lock had prevented their entry. They did

get into an open bin under the case, but it contained only
empty boxes. This was the extent of the reported bppak-in.
We were all pleased that the lock had withstood the amateur

burglary attempt.
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D. References

1. LIST OF "now TO" CARDS

ELECTRICITY

MEASUREMENT

RATIOS, PROPORTIONS, AND SCALING

Below are listed the current "How To" Card titles that

students warking on the Protecting Property challenge might

find useful. A complete listing of both/the "How To" Cards.

and the Design Lab "How To" Cards is co 'tained in the USMES

Guide. In additian, the Design Lab Mat.ial contains the

list of Design Lab "How To" Cards.

4

EC 1 How to Make Simple Electric Circuits 11.

EC 2 How to Check, a Circuit by Tracing the Path of the

Electricity

EC 3 How to Make Good Electrical Connections

EC 4 How to Find OA What Things to,Use in an Electric

Circuit

EC 5 How to Make a Battery"Holder and Bulb Socket

EC 6 How to Make a Battery.and Bulb Tester ,

EC 7 Uow to Find Out Why a Circuit Does Not Work .

EC 8 How to Turn Things in Electric..Circuits On and Off

EC 9 How to Find Out Why a Bulb Sometimes Gets Dim or
.Goes Out When Another Battery is Added to the Circuit'

EC 10 How to Connect Several Things.to One Sore of
Electricity

EC 11 How to Draw Simple Pictures olf Electric Circuits

M 2 tow to Measure Distances
M 3 -kow to Measure Large bistivices by Using a ,Trundle

Wtbel
M 9 Howsto'Make a Conversion Graph to Use in Changing

Measurements from One Unit to Another Unit
M 10 How to Use a Conversion Graph po Change Aryi. Measure-

ment in One Unit to Another Unit

R 2 How to Make a Drawing to Scale

R 3 How to Make Scale Drawings Bigger or Smaller

A cartoon-style set of "How 2co" Cards for primary grades

is being developed from the present complete set. In most

cases titles are different and contents have been rearranged

among the various titles. It is Nanned that this additiji
al set will be available early in 1977.

LI
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1

1 2. LIST OF BACKGROUND PAPERS As students work on UMSES challenges, teachers may need
background informati:on that is not readily accessible

elsewhere. The Background Papers fulfill this need and'
often include descriptions of activities and investigations

1
that students might carry out.

Below are listed titles oi current Background Papers
that teachers may find pertinent to Protecting Property.

The papers are grouped oi.n categories shown, but in some

cases the categories overlap. For exatple, some papers

about graphing also dearwith probability and,statistics.
The BackgrOund Papers are being revised, reorganized,

DESIGNSPROBLEMS

ELECTRICITY

and rewritten. As a result, many of the titles will

change.

DP 4 Electromagnet Design by Earle Lomon

EC 1 Basic Electric Circuits (based on suggestions by

Thacher Robinson)

EC 2 Trouhle Shooting on Electric Circuits (based on

suggestions by Thacher Robinson)

4
GROUP DYNAMICS GD 2 A Voting Procedure Comparison That May Arise in

USMES ActiVities by Earle Lomon

MEASUREMENT M 3 Determining t e Best Instrument to Use for a Certain"
....

Measurement by USMES Staff .....'

M 5 Electric Trundle Wheel by Charles Donahca'

RATIOS, PROPORTIONS, AND SCALING' R 3 Making and Using a Scale Drawing by Edrle Lomon

4.

4,

I. 29
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3. BIBLIOGRAPHY OF NON-USMES MATERIALS,

Resource Books for Teachers

Resources for Children

I 3

The following books are general references that may be
of some use during work on Protecting Property. The teacher

is advised to check directly with the publisher regarding
current prices. A list of references on general mathematics
and science topics can be found in the USMES Guide.

Elementary Science Study. Batteries and pulbs. New York:
Webster.Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1968. (Order

from McGraw-Hill Distribution Center, Princeton Road,
Hightstewn, NJ 08520.)

Basic Electricity. (Volumes 1 and 2), New Yorkr New York:
John F. Rider Publisher, Inc. (116 West 14th Street,
New York 11, NY), 1954.

Basic books on electricity that are written for the lay-
man. Very comprehensible.

DC Electricity. (Volume 1), New York, New York: John F.

Rider Publisher, Inc. (116 West 14th Street, Nev York
11, NY), 1961.

Local Police Department--to find out about various protec-
tion methods, such.as, Operation Identification.

National Exchange ClUb provides a crime prevention kit that
may be obtained by writing to Crime Prevention, P.O. Box
2672, Toledo, Ohio 43606 and asking for Your Personal
Crime Prevention Kit.



4. GLOSSARY

,Circuit

Closed Circuit

Open Circuit

Parallel Circuit

-

. . '

Series,Carculti

Short Circuit

Comparative Shopping

Conductor=

.1 0

-&A.

The following definitions may be helpful to a teacher

whose class is investigating a Protecting Property chal-

lenge. Some of the words are.included to give the teacher

an understanding of technical terms; others ar inclUded

because they are commonly usea throughout the source'hook.

e terms may be used when they are approp iate for

ie children's work. For exampF, a teaCher may tell-the

chi ren that whet they conduct surveys, they are collect-

ing ..ta. It is not necessary for the t&Icher or students

to lea the definitions nor to use all of these terms while

workin on their challenge. Rather, the children will begin

to use he words and understand the meanings as they become

involve in their,investigations.

79,-

A path through--wiiic -electricity can flow if the pathi..is

,continuous.

A cirCuit that provides a continuous path for electricity.

A circuit that does not provide a continuous, path for_elec-

tricity.

A-circuit in which two or, more electrical comp#nents (such

as bulbs and buzzers),are connected so that the electricity

divides into two or mote paths.

A cirlit in which the electricity flows through all com-

,

ponetts along a single path.
V

A Itni resistance path resulting in too much turrent that

may damage those components fh the path.

A method for determining the best buy(s) hy competing the

costs, quantities, and qualities of different bfands'of .

-products. For example, comparing building materials for
the lockers and safes, competing materials for the alarms.

Material that offers very little opposition to the flow of

electticity'and therefore is used to carry tr conduct

electricity.

133

4
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Conversion A change from.one form to another. Generally associated in
mathematics and science with the change from one unit of
measure to.another or the change from one form of energy
to another.

Cost The amoUnt of money needed to produce or to purchase goods
or services.

Current

,Alternating Current (AC)

Direct Current (DC)

The flow of electric charge. Technically, the rate of flow
of electric charge through a conductor: how much electric
charge passes through a given point in a circuit in a given
amount of time. Measured in amperes (amps).

Electric current that flows firlt in one direction and then
, in the opposite direction in regular cycles. Most house-

hold current is AC.

Electric current that flows in only one direction. .Current
from batteries is DC.

Data Any facts, quantitative information, or statistics.

Electromagnet

Event

Frequency

Graph

Bar Graph

See Magnet.

A happening; an occurrence; something that takes place For
example, a theft.

The number of times a certain event occurs in a given unit
of time or in a given total number of events.

A drawing or a picture of one or several Sets of data.

-VA graph of a set of measures or counts,whose sizes are
represented by the vertical (or hayizontal) length of bars
of equal widths. Example: number of items imdssing each
day for oneweek.
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Conversion Graph

1

(
A line graph that is used to change one unit of measurement

to another. For example, converting inches to feet for

buying lumber.

X.ncl,es Feet

I a. 1

18 IX1

a*' a
30 932
3G

Line Graph' A graph in which a smooth line or line segments pass through
or near points representing members of a.set of data. Since

the line represents an infinity of points, the variable on
the horizontal axis must be continuous. (If the spaces be-

., tween the markings on the horizontal axis have no meaning,
then the graph is not a line graph, but a line chart.)

Hypothesis A tentative conclusion made in order to test its implica-
tions or consequences.

Inference

Insulator

Magnet

Electromagnet

Permanent Magnet

Resistance

Retail Price

Scale

An assumption derived from facts or information considered
to be valid and accurate. .

A material that offers much opposition to the flow of
electricity..

A coil of wire, usually woUnd on an iron core, that pro-
duces a magnetic field when current goes through it.

A piece of hardened steel or other magnetic material that
has been' so strongly magnetized that it retains the magnet-

ism indefinitely.

The opposition that a device.or miterial offers to the
flow of electricity, measured in ohms.

The price level of goods sold in small quantity to the con-
sumer.

A direct proportion between two sets of dimensions (as
between the dimensions of a drawing of a container and
those of the container itself).

136 137

81
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Scale Drawing A drawing whose dimensions are in,direct proportion to the

dimensions of the area or thing represented.

:Scale Model A three-dimensional representation constructed to scale.

Schematic A circuit diagram in which components are represented by

symbols.

Switch A device for opening and closing a circuit.

_Voltage A measure of the electrical energy per unit charge in a

Watt

Wire Gauge

4

circuit. For a given circuit, asithe voltage increases,
,

the current increases.

A unit of measurement of power (energy per unit of time or

work per unit of time.) Although light bulbs are rated in

watts, the wattage indicates both heat and light output.

AWG (American Wire Gauge)--a system for numbering wire
sizes; the larger the AWG number, the smaller the diameter
of the wire.

1 3 Li
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E. Skills, Processes, and Areas of ptudy Utilized in Protecting Property-

4 0

The uni ue aspect of USMES is the degree to which it pro-

vides exp ience in the prfcess of solving real problems.
Many wouH agree that Ois'aspect of learning is so impor-
tant as to deserve a regular place in the school program
evenAt,f it means decreasing to some extent the time spent

in other important areas. Fortunately, real problem solving

is also an effective way of learning many of the siills,
processes, and couceptd in a wide range of school subjects.

On the folltPlng pages are five charts and an extensive
illustrative list of skills, processes, and areas of study
that are utilized in USMES. Thelcharts rate Protecting
Propertyjeccording to its potential for learning in various
categoried of each of five subject areas--real problem.solv-.
ing, mathematits, science, social science, and language arts.
The rating system is based-on the amount that each skill,
process, or area of study within the subject areas is used--
extensive (1), moderate (2), some (3), little or no.use (-).
(The USMES Guide contains a chart that rates all USMES units

in a'similar way.) .

The chart for real probled solving presents the many as- -

pects.of the problem-solving process that students generally
use while working on an USMES challenge. A number of the

steps in the process are used many times and in different
orders", and many of the steps can be performed concurrently
by separate groups of students. Each aspect listed in the
chart applies not only to the major problem ,stated in ther
unit challenge but also to many of the tasks each small
group undertakes while working on a solution to the major

problem. Consequently, USMES students gain extensive exper-

ience with the problem-solving/process.
The charts for mathematics,fecience, social science, and

language arts identify, the specific skills, processes, and
areas of study thac may be learned by students as they re-
spond to a Protecting Property challenge and become involved
with certain activities. ,Because the students initiate the
activities, it is impossible to state unequivocally which

--ectivities will take place. It is possible, however, to
document activities that have taken place in USMES classes
and Identify thae skills and processes that 'have been used

by the students.
Knowing in advance whiph skills and processes are likely

to be utilized in Protecting Property and knowing ttie extent

thatothey will be used, teachers can postpone the teaching

141.
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of those skills in the traditional manner until late;/in

the year. If the stddents have not learned them during
their USMES activities by that time, they can study them in

the usual way. Further, the charts enable a teacher to in-

tegrate USMES more readily with other areas of classroom

work. For example, teachers may teach fractions during math
period when fractions are also being learned and utilized in

the students' USMES activities. Teachers who have used

USMES for several successive years have found that students

are more motivated to learn basic skills when they have de-

termined a need for them in their USMES activities. During

an USMES session the teacher may allow the students to

learn the skills entirely on their own or from other stu-
dents, or the teacher miy conduct a skill session as the

need for a particular skill arises.
Because different USMES units have differing emphases on,

the various aspects of problem solving and varying amounts
of possible work in the various subject areas, teachers each

year might select several pobsible challenges, based on

their students' previous work in USMES, for their class to

consider. This choice should provide students with as ex-
tensive a range of problems and as wide a variety, of skills,

processes, and areas of study as possible during their years

in school. The charts and lists on the following pages can
also help teachers with this type of planning.

Nv
Some USMES teachers have used a chart similar to the one

given here for real problem solving as a record-keeping tool,
noting each child's exposure to the various aspects of the

process. Such a chart might be kept current by succeeding
teachers and passed on^as part of a student's permanent

record. Each year some attempt could be made to vary a stu-

dent's learning not only by introducing different types of
challenges put also by altering the specific activities in

which each iatudent takes part. For example/ children who
have done mostly construction work in one unit may be en-

,
couraged to take part in the lista collection and data analy-

sis in their next unit.
Following the rating charts are the lists of explicit ex-

amples of real problem solving and other subject area skills,
processes, and areas of study learned and utilized in Pro-

tecting-Property. Like the charts, these lists are based

on documentation of activities that have taken place in

USMES classes. The greater detail of the lists allows teach-

ers.to see exactly how the various basic skills, pTocesses,
and areas of study listed in the charts may arise in Pro-

tecting Property.

4
"A h.,
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The number of examples in the real problem solving list
. -

have been limited because the list itself would,be unreason-
ably-long if all the examples were listed fot some of the
categories. 4 should also be noted that the example(s) in
the first category--/dentifying ana befining Problemsh
been limited to the major problem that is the fos., the

unit. During the course of their work, th tdaents will

encounter ana solve many other, seco problems, such as

the problem of how to display eft data or how to draw a
scale layout.

Breaking down an erdiscipliiiary curriculum like USMES

into its vari subject area components is a difficult and
highly ct procedute. Within USMES the various subject
ar overlap significantly, and any subdivision must be to
some extent arbitrary. ,For example, where does measuring
as a mathemAtical skill end and measurement as science and
soc1 science process begin? How does one distinguish
be ween the processes of real problem solving, of science,
and of social science? Even within one subject area, the

reni still remains--what is tfie difference between graph-
ing as a skill and graphing as an area of study? This prob-
lem has been partially solved by judicious Lhoice of ex-
amples and extensive cross-referencing.

Because of this overlap of subject areas, there are
clearly other outlines that are equally valid. The scheme

presented here was developed with much care and thought by
members of the USMES staff with help from others knowledge-
able in the fields'of mathematics, science, social science,p,
and language arts. It represents one meth1 of examining
comprehensively the scope of USMES and in o way denies the
existence of other methods.
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REAL PROZEM- SOLVING

Identifying and defining problem.

Deciding on information and investigations
needed.

Determining what needs to be done first,

setting prdorities.

Deciding on best ways to obtain informa-
tion needed.

Working cooperatively ih gr ups on tasks.

Making decisions as ne ed.

Utilizing and appreciating basfc skills
and processes.

Carrying out data collection procedures--
observing, surveying; researching,
measuring, classifying, experime
_constructing.

Asking questions, inf ng.

Distinguish/ act from opinion,
relev from irrelevant data,

able from unreliable sources.

Overall
Rating

1

.1

2

1

2

1

1 -

I

1

1

REAL PROBLEM SOLVING
Overall
Rating

Evaluating procedures used for data
collection and analysis. Detecting
flaws in process or errors in data.

Organizing and processing data or informs-
$.;

tion.

Analyzing and int

tion.

eting data or informal-

Predkcting, formulating hypotheses, sug-
gesting possible solutions based on data
collected.

Evaluatineproposed solutions in terms of
practicality, social values, efficacy,
aesthetic values.

0

Trying out various solutions and evaluating
the results, testing hypotheses.

Communicating and displaYing data or
information.

Working to implement solution(s) chosen
by the class.

Making generalizations that might hold
true under similar circumstances;
applying problem-solving process to
other real problems.

2

2

1

1

1

KEY: 1 = extensive use, 2 = moderdie use, 3 = some use, - = little or no use

114
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MATHEMAT I CS

Basic Skills

Classifying/Categorizing
Counting
'Compaation-Using Operatinns:

Addition/Subtraction
Multiplication/Division
Fractions/Ratios/Percentages
'Business and Consumer Mathematics/

Money ana Finance

Measuring
Comparing
Bstimating/Approximating/Rounding Off
Organizing Data
Statistical Analysis
Opinion Surveys/Sampling Techniques
Graphing
Spatial Visualization/Geometry

Areas of Study

thimeration Systems
Number Systems and Properties
Denominate Numbers/Dimensions
Snaling.

Symmetry/Similarity/Congruence
Accuracy/Measurement'Erior/

Estimation/Approximation
Statistics/Random Processes/Probability,

Graphing/Functions
Fraction/Ratio
Maximum and Minimum Values
Equivalene/Inequality/Equations
Money/Finance
Set Theory

4.

Overall
Rating

3
2

-446.
3

3
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
3

3
3
3

3
3
3

3
3

A

SC I ENCE Overall
Rating

Processes

Observing/Describing
Classifying
Identifying Variables
Defining Variables Operationally'.
Manipulating, Controlling Variables/

Experimenting
Designing an& Constructing Measuring

Devilbs and Equipment
Inferring/Predicting/Formulaiing,

Testing Hypotheses/Modeling
Measuring/Collenting, Recording Data
Organizing, ProcessinA Data
Analyz0g, Interpreting Data
'Communitafting, Displaying Data
GeneralizineApplying Process to New

Problems

Areas of Study

MeasureMent
Motion,

Force
Mechanical Work and Energy
Solids, Liquids, and Gases
Electricity
Heat .

Light)

Sound
Animal and Plant Classification
.Ecology/Environment
Nutrition/Growth
Genetics/Heredity/Propagation
Animal and Plant Behavior'
Anatomy/Physiology

l'= extensive uses 2 = moderate use, 3 = some use, = little or no uae

1
2
1
1

2

1

1
2
2
2
2

2

2
1
3
3

.3
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^A^TA1 ^^tr.U^r.
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Process

Observing/Describing/Classifying
Identifying Problems, Variables
Manipulating, Controlling Variables/

Experimenting
,

Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing Hypotheses

Collecting, Recording Data/Measuring
Organizing, Processing Data
Analyzin , Interpreting Data
,gommunic ting, DisplaYing Data
Cineraliz ng/Applying Process to ,Daily Life

Attitudes/Values

Accepting responsibility for actions and'
results

Developing interest and in lvement in '

human affairs
Recognizing the importance of individuli

and group contributions to society
Developing inquisitiveness, self-reliance,

and initiative
ecognizing the values.of coopeTation,

group work, and division of labor
Understanding modes of inquiry used in the

sciences, appreciating their power and
precision

Respecting the views", thoughts, and

feelings of others
Being open to new ideas and information
Learning the importance and influence of
values in decision making

Areas of Study

Anthropology
Economics
Geography/Physical Environment
Political Science/Government Systems
Recent Local History
Social Psychology/Individual and Group

Behavior
Sociology/Social Systems

Overall
Ratine

1

3

3

2

2

2

2

3

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

. 1

3

3

3

3

2

LANGUAGEARTS er

Rating

Basic Skills

Reading
v/

Literal Comprehension: Decoding Words

Sentences., Paragraphs
Critical Reading: ;Comprehending
Meanings, Interpretation

Oral Language
Speaking
Listening
Memorizing

Written Language
Spelling
Grammar. Punctuation, Syntax, Usage
Composition

Study Skills
Using References and Resources
Outlining/Organizing

Attitudes/Values

Appreciating the value
through speaking and

Appreciating the value
resources

Developing an interest
writing ,

Making judgments concerning what is read
Appreciating the value of different forms

of writing, different foras of
communication

/

of expressing ideas
writing
of written

in reading and

3

3

1

1

3

3

3

3

3

1

3

3

3

1

Key: 1 = extensive use, 2 moderate use,
3 = some use, - little or no use



REAL PROBLEM SOLVING IN PROTECTING PROPERTY

Identifying and Defining Problems

.Deciding on Information and
Investigations Needed

Determining What Needs to Be
Done First, Setting Priorities

Deciding on Best Ways to Obtain
Information Needed

Students note personal things missing from their desks..
Students note that Design Lab tools are missing from the

lab.

'See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Identifying Problems,
Variables.

Students decide to observe security methods used in
public buildings%

Stud ts--aecide to experiment with different electric
c rcuits.

Students decide to build alarms for their desks before
starting on the Design Lab security problem.

Students decide to make drawings of their alarms before
building thei.

Students decide that the police statibn is a good place
to obtain information on security methods.

Stmdents decide ttiat the "trial and error" method is the
Seat way to build an effective alarm.

Students .decide to collect catalogs from electronics
supply outlets to dee what materials are available.

Working CooperativelY in Students wprk inlgroups to build different types of
Groups on Tasks alarms.

Making Decisions as Needed

Utilizing and Appreciating Basic
Skills and Processes

1 5 0

*Students decide that they need a gwitch to turn the
_alarm on and off.

Students decide how to place the alarm so that the.
burglar cannot see it and disconnect it.

atudents measure distances in their desks to determine
lengths of wire needed.

Students record the number of times their alarms work
without being adjusted.

Students discover that large batteries ladt longer than
small ones.

1 51
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Utilizing and Appreciating Basic

Skills and Processes,(cont.)

Carrying Out Data Collection
Procedures --Opinion Surveying,

Researching, Measuring, Classifying,
Experimenting, Constructing *

I"

Asking Questions, Inferring

Distinguishing Fact from Opinion,
Relevant from Irrelevant Data,
Reliable from Unreliable Sources

9

Students discover:that short circuits produce hot wire*s

and quickly drain the batteries.
Students make signs warning others that alarms are in

operation.
Students draw accurate diagrais of their alarms.
Students recognize the effects of alarms on others.
See also MATHEMATICS, SCIENCE, SOCIAL SCIENCE, and

LANGUAGE ARTS lists.

Stbdents experiment with different electric circuits
and keep sketches of each with notes on its character-

istics.
Studehts construct the alarms and install them.
Students measure length of wire needed.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Classifying/Categotizing;

Measuring.

See also SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing; Classifying;

Manipulating, Controlling Variables/Experimenting;
Designing and Constructing Measuring Devices and Equip-,
ment; Measuring/Collecting, Recording Data.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing/
Classifying; Manipulating, Controlling Variables/
Experimenting; Collecting, Recording Data/Measuring.

Students wonder why the alarms do not work. They infer

from the hot wires that there is a short circuit.
Students wonder why some connections are not good on .

They infer that connections have to be made with are

wire and must be held together tightly.
Students wonder why some batteries last longer than

others. They infer that big batteries last longer than..

small ones.
See also SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/Fokmulating,

Testing Hypotheses.

.Students decide that if the alarm sounds each time they
open the desk for five times, the alarm components
are secure.

Students recognize that a radio or electrical store is
a good source for information on electrical components,
such as batteries, wire.

.1 5 3
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Evaluating Prodedures Used for Data
Collection and Analysis, Detecting
Flaws in Process or Errors in Data

Organizing and Processing Data

Analyzing and Interpreting Data

Predicting, Formulating Hypotheses,
Suggesting Possible Solutions
Based on Data Collected

Evaluating Proposed Solutions in
Terms of Bracticality, Social
Values, Ef.gcacy, Aesthetic Values

Trying Out Various Solutions and
Evaluating the Results, Testing
'Hypotheses

154
4

4

Students evaluate each other's alarm systems in terms
of design. Suggestions are made for improvements. .

Students wonder whether several things can be wronewith
.a circuit. -They agree to change one ;hing at a time.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Estimating/Approximating/
Rounding Off.

Students list electrical components available from
different stores.

Students.lJat number of times alarms worked according
C to type of alarm.

See also MATHEMATIC& list: Organizing Data.
See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Organizing,
Processing Data.

Siudents deciae which electrical components would be
best to use intheir alarm design.

Students decide which type of alarm is most durable.
See alsO-MATHEMATICS list: Comparing; Statistial
Analysis; Opinion Surveys/Sampling Techniques;
Graphing.

See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Analyzing,
Interpreting Data.

Students predict that placing a piece of cardlioard

,between two contacts will prOent the alarm from
sounding.

After several successful trials of one alarm design the
students decide that it id effective.

See also SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing Hypotheses/Mbdeling. 41It

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/
Formulating, Testing Hypotheses.

Students evaluate other students' alarms in terms of
effectiveness and cost.

Students install their alarms, and one week later they
evaluate their effectiveness (e.g., whether.anything
is missing).

155
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Trying Out Various Solutions and
Evaluating the Results, Testing
Hypotheses (cont.)

Communicating and Displaying Data

or'Information

Working to Implement Solution(s)

Chosen by tho Class

Baking Generalizations That Might
Hold True Under Similar Circumstances;
Applying Problem-Solving P2oloess to

Other Real Problems

Stuaents discover that cardboard placed between any two
connections in a circuit prevents the alarm from

sounding.
Students try out various mechanical improvements to

"I alarms to determine which method makes the alarm work

/ the best.

'Sae also SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing Wypotheses/Nodeling.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/
Formulating, Testing Hypotheses.

Students show sketches of their alarms to help explain
how they work.

See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Communicating,

Displaying Data.
$ee also LANGUAGE ARTS list.

Students continue to use their alarm systems to protect
their property.

Students apply knowledge about alarms to other problems
in protecting property.

Students apply process of changing one thing at a time
to other experiments they conduct.

See also SCIENCE list: Generalizing/Applying Process

to New Problems.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Generalizing/Applying

Process to Daily Life.

1 -'7,ta I
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ACTIVITIES

)
PROTECTING PROPERTY UTILIZING MATHEMATICS

Basic Skills

Classifying/Categorizing

Counting

Computation Using Operations:

Addition/Subtraction.

Computation Using Operations:
lausiness and Consumer Mathematics/

Money and Finance

Measuring

Nr

_93

Identifying and categorizing the times of du that require

increased surveillance.
See also SCIENCE list:. Classifying.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing/

Classifying.

"'Counting the-number of children who want to make various

security devices.
Counting the number of times the alarm does and does not

sound.
Counting the number of warning signsneeded in the class-

room, hallways.
Counting to read scales on meter sticks, tape measures.

Counting by sets to find scale'for graph axes.

Adding one- or two-digit whole numbers to.find total

length measurement of the classroom, school hallway.

Adding or subtracting one- or two7digit whole nutbers to

increase or decrease a measurement on a security con-

tainer.
Adding one- or two-digit whole numbers (minutes) when

\ establishing times for random checks.

Adding and subtracting dollars and cents to perform cost

analysis on a security containdr or an alarm design.

Comparing prices of building materials, such as plywood,

Plexiglas, batteries.
Multiplying to find total cost of materials.
Dividing to find cost of an item or a certain amount of

.

a material.

Using standard units (centimeters, meters) of measure to

measure distances in the classroom and hallways, to

measure container sides.
Converting from one unit of measure to another, e.g.,

meters to centimeters and vice versa.

See also SCIENCE list: Measuring/Collecting, Recording

'Data.

159
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illeasuring (cont.) See also sogIAL SCIENCE llst: _Collecting, Recording Data/
Measuring.

d.

Comparing

,

Estimating/Approximating/
Rounding Off

'Organizing Data

Statisticil Analysis

. Opinion Surveys/Sampling Techniques

I GO

Using the concept of greater than and less than to make
comparisons.

Comparing sizes, e.g., size of items to fit into con-
tainer with size of container; comparing various sides
Of the contsiners.

Comparing lou'dness of buzzers and bells.

Comparing the costs of container and alarm designs.
See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Analyzing,
Interpreting Data.

Estimating the cost of various container and alarm
'designs.

Determining wheh a measurement is likely to be accurate
,

enough'for a particular purpose.

Estimating how high to place warning signs on the walls;
arranging die layout of the sign.

Using approximations in constructing holders for the
electric components.

Rounding off measuremants when deterilining,size of con-
tainer or length of wire needed.

Estimating how big io make the security containers.

Ordering real numbers on a graph axis,
See°Also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCB lists: Organizing,
Processing Data:

Interpreting.bar graphs.
See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Analyzing,
Interpreting Data.

.

Conducting an opinion survey on effectiveness of security
methods.

Evaluating survey methods and data obtained. ,

See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Analyzing,
Interpreting Data.

44*° ii
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Graphing Using graphs to display data; making the graph form--
dividing axes .into parts, deciding on an appropriate

scale.
Representing data on graphs.

Bar Graph--number of items missing each day for

a week.
Conversion Graph--converting inches to feet.

See also SCIENCE and,SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Communicating,

Displaying Data.

Spatial Visualization/GeomeW Drawing designs of security containers using ge etric

figures.
Using the concept of greater than and less than to compare

geometric figures, e.g., rectangles and squa es.
Maasuring and constructing security containe using

meter sticks.

Areas of Study

Numeration Systems

Number Systems and Properties

Denominate Numbers/Dimensions

Accuracy/Measurement Error/
Estimation/Approximation

Using the metric system (decimal system) to collect and

record measurement data.
Aising the decimal system in calculating costs of

materials, such as lumber, paint, and hinges. ,

See Computation Using Operations.

See Measuring.

See Measuring and Estimating/Approximating/Rounding Off.

40

Statistics/Random Processes/ See Statistical Analysis.

Probability

, Graphing/Functionw See Graphing.

Equivalence/Inequality/Equations See Comparing and computation Using Operations.

1 63
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Money/Finance

MV

1 'I' 4

);

See geputation Using Operations: Business and Consumer
Mathematics/Bbneg and Finance.

v.

C.
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ACTIVITIES IN PROTECTING PROPERTY UTILIZING SCIENCE.

Process

Observing/Describing

Classifying

Identifying Variables

Defining Variables Operationally

Observing that items are missing from desks or cupboards.
Observing security methods used in public buildings.
Observing and describing the differences among various

alarm designs and among different security container
designp.

Describig possible ways things are taken from the desks,
classroom, Design Lab.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing/

Classi.fying.

Categorizing the different ways things can be secured,-

e.g., alarms, containers, random checks.
Categorizing various alarm designs, e.g., floor alarm,

desk alarm, door alarm.
Categorizing different things that can cause circuits

to break down.
Classifying circuits as series or parallel circuits.

Identifying variables in alarm designs, e.g., durabilitfOt

effectiveness, cost.
Identifying variables in eleotrical circuits, e.g.,
number end type of batteries and bulbs, layout of cir-

tcuit (series or parallel), type of contacts, switchei,
signals (bell, buzzer, light).

Identifying variables in security container designs,

e.g., size, cost, type of latch or hinge

used, use of plywoodl, r Tri-Wall, etc. '

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Identifying Problems,

Variables.

Defining an effective security method as one that pre-
vents loss of property and can be' employed at reason-

able cost.
Defining a reliable alarm ae one that sounds each time

the desk lid is opene'd.
Defining electrical cOnnections as series or parallel

connections,
Defining number, size, end type of components used in

circuits.

C7
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Manipulating, Controlling Variables/

Experimenting,

Making mechanical changes to improve the durability of an

alarm.
Experimenting with different electrical connections and

components.
Trying various ways to situate the alarm components,in

the desk, on the door, etc.
Checking one component at a time to determine why an

alarm has stopped working.
Experimenting with building materials for the security

container, e.g., hinges, latches.
See.alsoSOCIAL SCIENCE list: Ma'nipulating, Controlling

Variables/Experimenting.

/

(

1 Designing and Constructing Measuring Constructing alarms and security containefs.

Devices and Equipment .
Constructing things for the alarms, e.g., battery holders,

linlb sockets, switches.
Constructing hinges and latches for.the security con-

'tainers.

Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing Hypotheses/Modeling

Memiuring/Collecting, Recording

Data

A

Inferring from the presence of hot wires tfta t there is a

short circuit present.
Predicting that simple and plain signs will be,more

effective as warning signs than colorful posters.
Hypothesizing that adding more batteries to a circuit

will make a bell ring louder; trying out this hypoth-

esis.
Hypothesizing that each component in turn may be the

cause of an incomplete circuit; testing each one to

determine if it is indeed,the cause.
Making diagramd-of alarms and securitS7 containers.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/

Formulating, Testing Hypotheses.

Using different measuring instruments, such as tape

measures, meter sticks, trundle Wheel.
Reading measuring instruments accurately. ,

Measuring the container sides before cutting them out.
Measuring wire lengths for alarms, hallway lengths, etc.
Determining the cost of each part of an alarm or con-

tainer.
Making sketches of electrical circuits that are tried

out.
Recording the number of times the alarm does and does

not work.

j



Measuring/Collecting, Recording
Data (cont.)

,

Organizing, Processing Data

Analyzing, Interpreting Data

Comm4icating, Digplaying Data

Generalizing/Applying Process to
New Problems

Areas of Study

Measurement

Motion

Speed/Velocity

99

See also MATHEMATICS list: Measuring
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Collecting, Recording

Data/Measuring.

Organizing sketches of circuits tried out according to
how well they worked.-

Organizing lists of materials needed according to type,
such as Tri-Wall, lumber.

Calculating total amount of wire, Tri-Wall, lumber needed.
Determining which circuits, switches, etc., work the best.
Calculating the total cost of eacktype'of alarm or

container.

. Drawing rm and security contaiMer designs.
See also HEMATICS list: Graphing.

See also 1JCIAL SCIENCE list: Communicating, Displaying
Data.

4ee also LANGUAGE ARTS list.

Applying one's knowledge about protecting property to
other problems concerning protection of property, such
as protecting bicycles.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Generalizing/Applying
Process to Daily Life.

Using different measuring tools to collect linear measure-

ments.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Measuring.

Observing that objects at rest do not move until a force
is exerted on them.

Observing that electrically-run machines (saber saws,
eledtric drills) are fastec than hand machines.
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01

Force

Weight

MechanicalOork and Energy

Solids, Liquids, and Gases

States of Matter

Propeivtiea of -Matter

Ei "fie;t.., 9 city

Observing that
wood.

Olirtving that
erfed, e.g.,
a person.

force must be applied to hammer nails into

machines multiply the force that is ex-

a hammer multiplies Le fory exerted by

Observing that weight is a force because of the earth's

gravitational pull on objects.
Observing that weight (force) is centered at axertain

spot in an object.
Observing that strength can be measured hi resistance

to,another force/weight.

'1 Noting, that work is done and energy expended,when nails

are Uammered intowood.
Observing that electrical energy is converted into the
mechanical energypf buzzers, Ills, saber Bevis,-

electric drills. t.

See also Motion and Force.

Observing that glue is available in liquid or solid form

with different properties.
Observing that.a solid stick of glue is turned,intO a

hot liquid glue by.using a hot glue gun.

40

Observing that certain materials are not practical Or

durable for use in alarm systems. -

Observitg that certain materials conduct electricity and
others do not.

Observing that certain materials ate aptrac ted by an

electromagnet and others are not.
Observing that the different yroperties of Tri=Well,

lumber, leathfr, and other materials make them Useful'.

for different tasks.
Observing that glues, lumber, paint; akother materials

have particular odors.
Observing the effects of physical wear on materials.

Observing that electricity can light bulbs,and that
electrical energy can be transformed into light energy':
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Electricity (cont.).

Heat/Temperature

Light

Sound

6'

101

Causing a bulVto light by making a circuit.
Observingta, electricity does not flow through the

insulation on a wire.
Observing thst.the light goes on when the switch is

closed and goes'dff when the switch is open.
Observing that chemical energy stored in a battery qan

be transformed into electrical energy.
Observing that large batteries last longer than small

batteries,
Observing that no'current-fIoWs when both positive or
both negative ends of two batteries with the.same
'voltage are connected together.
Observing that bulbs burn brighter when more batteries

are properly added to the circuit.
Observing that different bulbs require more or fewer
batteries to operate at the same level of brig tness.

Observing that adding more bulbs in series or a ing a"

greater length of wire to a .circuit reduces y1ie flow

of electricity--bulbs get dimmer.
Observing'differences in the brightness of bulbs In a

parallel circuit and a series circuit.
Discovering that short circuits.are dangerous and prodhce

hot wires that may burn fingers.
Observing"that saber saws and other electrically powered

devices go on when the switch is closed-and gd off
when the switch is open.

Observing that electricity can be transformed into mechan-
ical energy (saber-saw, electric drill, etc.), into heat
energy (glue gun, etc.), into chemical energy (battery
charger).

,

"4 Observin heat from wires in a short circuit.
ObseilVing that some machines (glue gun; saber saw) gen-

erAte heat when turned bn as electrical energy is
transformed Anto heat energy.

Observing that chemical energy of batteries'can be trans-

4 formed into electrical anerg then into light energy

ins light bulb. v ,.
1

:44"4 *

Obser:ving that sounds differ in tone, pitch, loudness, '
_and quality. .

P I
Observing that a sound,becomes less intense as it 'Tilloves

away from its soUrce..

h

f
I
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Sound (cont.)

11,

,

t

Observing that-electrical energy can be transformed into
sound energy (me0anica1 eneigy) in a buzzer or bell.

Observing that an increase in the amount of electrical
energy (supplied by batteries) results in an increase
in the loudness of the buzzer or bell.

'

r
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L.
ACTIVITIES'iN PROTECTING PROPERTY UTILIZING SOCIAL SCIENCE

Process

Observing/Describing/Classifying

0

Identifying Problems, Variables

Organizing and classifying sets of ideas or information.
ObserNat students' different habits of storing their
personal things,

Observing,the effects of buzzers and bells on others.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Classifying/Categorizing.

See also SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing/Classifying.

103

Identifying differences in opinion on'which security
methods are-most effective in protecting their belong-

ings.
Recognizing that some .things are more desirable than

I

other thihgs, ana therefore need immediate protection.
Identifying the class's schedule (times when the class
is in or out of the room) as being a, viriable that has

to be considered..
See also SCIENCE list: Identifying Variables.

4
-Manipulating, Controlling Variables/ Conducting trials of various alarms to note effects on

Experimenting others.
Experimenting with different time schedules for random

checks to determine a schedule that suits everyone.
See also SCIENCE list; Manipulating, Controlling

Variables/Experimenting.

Inferring/Predicting/ForMulaing, Inferring froAPthe class discussion the things that need,

Testing Hypotheses to be protected.
Predicting which s curity meehods are best to employ in

the classroom to protect their property.
Hypothesizing that the posting of signs about security

methods will prevent losses. Testing hypothesis by

posting signs and recording losses.

See also SCIENCE list% Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,

Testing Hypotheses.

.Ccillecting, Recording Data/ Recording numbers and types of items missing, security

Messurinv methpd being'used, time of day when items are missed,
tbllecting information on thefts that have occurred in

7'3 '

the sChool and/or city.
1

4

4
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CollOcting, Recording Data%
Measuring (cont.)

Organizing, Processing Data

Analyzing, Interpreting Data

Communicating, Displaying Data,

tY

Gentralizing/ApAying Process
to Daily bife

Attitudes/Values

Accepting Responsibility for Actions
and Results

Developing Interdst and Involvement
in Human Affairs

See also MATHEMATICS list: Counting; Measuring.

See also SCIENCE list: .leasuring/Collecting, Recording
Data.

Organizing data of items missing according to time missing
and security methods being used.

Tallying survey data on the effectiveness of different
ecuilty methods.

Tel ing information on school and/or city thefts.
See lso MATHEMATICS list: Organizing Data.

See lso SCIENCE list: Organizing, Processing Data.

ComparVig, quantitative data on city and/or.school thefts.
Comparing security methods according to effectiveness in

preventing losses.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Comparylg; Statistical -

Analysis; Opinion Surveys/Sampling Techniques; Graphing.
See also SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interpreting Data.

Representing survey and other data (in security method
effectiveness on bar graphs.

4

See also MATHEMATICS list: Graphing.

See also LANGUAGE ARTS list.

Being more careful in,putting away personal belongings.
See also,SCIENCE-list: Generalizing/Applying Process to

New Problems.

Working in small groups or individually to perform tasks;
making sure that the tas03 get done.

Scheduling children to conduct random checks.
Being responsible for class trips (e.g., police station,

shopping center): arranging convenient times for both
teacher& and students, obtaining the.necessary per-

,

missions.

Seeking mays to protect personal things.
Investigating factors that make children want to "borrow"

items from others.

1,̀:;1

v.
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Recognizing the Importance of
Individual and Group,Contfibutions

to Society

105

Recognizing that they can change conditi s,in their

classroom and/or School.
Recognizing and assessing the effects of their action on

othet students in the school.

Developing Inquisitiveness, Self- Conducting group sessions with some acher assistance.

Reliance, and Initiative Learning to ve different ways of obt ining needed in-
formation, s.g., opinion surveys, telephoning.

Increasing their knowledge of possibie resource placel;
e.g., police department, retail stores, library.

Resolving procedural problems that may arise during the

course of activities.

Recognizing the Vres of Cooperation, Finding that work proceeds smoothly when everyone coop-

Group Work, and D ision of Labor
I

Understanding Modes of Inquiry Used
in the Sciences, Appreciating Their
Power and Predision.

Respecting the Views, ThO ghts,

and Feelings of Others

Being Open to New Ideas and

Information

Learning the Importance and Influence
, of Values in DeciSion Making

,

erates and shares.

Identifying and defining the problem; being able to dis-

ti ish it from related but secondary problems.

Usir scientific Modes of inquiry to investigate and.
s lve problems of protecting property.

See' lso MATHEMATICS and SCIENCE lists.

Considering all suggeations and assessing their merits.

Recognizing differences in values according to age,
experience, occupation, income,0 interests, culture,

race, religion, ethnic background.
Considering the opinions of others 'when considering wys

to protect property; conducting an opinion surveor
a class vote.

Considering alteinative_waysi6f doing various tasks.
Asking other people-Zot opinions, ideas, and information

o_ReCognizing aiat,preferences for various security methods

reflect the values,of each individual.
Recognizing that people's values and feelings are equal

to or more important than other considerations (such
as cost) when change is proposed%

dr*
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Areas% Of Study

Economics

Politicsl Science/Government

Investigating, the costs of alarm and-security container

designs. ,

Gaining.experience in comparative shopping fo materials.

Comparing durability and cost of various desig .

Investigating regulations and polidies affecting planned
security methods the class wishes to employ. '71

Investigating systems of administration andcontrol.

Working with school authorities to implement security

methods.

,
\

Recent Local History. Investigating previous attempts to protect property in

----) the classroom and/or in school.
,

Investigating whether incidence of missing items has in-

creased recently, both in their room and/or the school.

,Social Psychology/Individual and,

'Group Behavior

.Sociology/Social Systems

I

Recognizing And using different ways of approaching dif-

ferent groups, teachers,.policemen, retail store

people.
Recognizing the need for leadership within small and

large groups.
Analyzing the effects of the class's security methods on
.other students in the school.

Considering the school as a whole (physical environment
and other students) as a factor,in imprementing

security methods.
Recognizing different'social systems in different social

groups, e.g., studedts, adults.
Recognizing-that there are many different social groups

and ihht one person belongs to more than pne social

.group.
Devising a system of working cooperatively In small and

large groups.

,
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ACTIVITIES N PROTECTING PROPERTY UTILIZING LANGUAGE ARTS

--D
)e

coding

Paragraphs

Decoding words, sentences, and paragraphs while reading

"How To" Cards on electric, circuits; while reading
catalogs on materials; while reading the yellow pages
of.the telephone book; while reading 'reference books on

electricity.

Reading: Understanding reference books on electricity.

Ciitical Reading-- Obtaining factual information about ways to secure

Comprehending Meanings, property.

Interpretation
1

Oral Language: Offering ideas, suggestions, and criticisms during dis-

Speaking cussions in small group work and during class discus-
sions.

Explaining to the class how their alarms Work, piocedures
used to build.the security containers, the random
checks schedule.

Conducting a simple one- or two-cfuestion opinion survey:
reading the questions aloud, retording the'show of
hands.

Using the telephone to obtain information.
Using rules of grammar in speaking.

Oral Language:- Listening to other st6dents' ideas, suggestions, and

Listening criticisms during clasA discussions.

) Listening to resource people (e.g:,--glicemen, retail
store business persons), their suggestions, recommende-,

tions, and'instruCtions.- ,

: #
C

Written Language: Using correct spelling in writing, making warning

Spelling ,
signs, labeling graphs, making the random .checks

schedule, etc:

Written Language:
Grammar-lunpuiation, Syntax,
Udage

c.,4*

Using rules ofIxammac in writing. .

1 C",
k.1
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Written Languagel

Composition

Study Skills:
Using Referencfs and Resources

Study.Skills: c

Outlining/Orga*qing:

Attitudes/Values
AV

Appreciating the Value of Expressing
Ideas Through Speaking and Writing

Appreciating the Value of Written
Resourcep

Developing an Interest inlReading

and Writing

Making Judgments Concerning t
What is Read

Writing to communica.te effectively:

preparing warning signs.
preparing a schedule o4çhart for the ranoou

checks.
writing down other children's opiniions of various

security methods.
'

Using local stords and the police station and their per-

somel as resources for ideas.
Using various wrirten resourcee, e.g., telephone book,

reference on'glectricity, catalogs on materials.

Using the "How To" Cards on specific skills when needed.

Takfng notes when visiting the police station, while

using the tele hone.
Organizing a sc dule for random checks.

Finding that a phone conversation evokes a response from

people.
Discovering that a written sign affects people's actions,

e.g., prevents others from opening the classroom cup-

board door.

Fi nding that desired information can be tound ji written

resources, e.g., telephone book, c lo

Willingly looking up informatiao344--GatscacSetret
ways to protect property.

Seeking out newspaper land magazine articles on local
thefts and ways various security methods foiled robbers.

Deciding whether written material (e.g., warning signs)
is appropriate, whether it says what it is supposed to

say, whether it may need improvement.
Deciding whether what is read in a catalog is applicable

to their particular probleillof building an alarm and

security container.



'Appreciating th Value of ,Different Finding that spoken explanations are sometimes better,

Forms'of Writing, Different Forms than written ones,e.g., explaining how the *alarm works.

4of Communication
..Finding that a diagrem helps one to remember 64e container

or alarm design_when building It.
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